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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
There have been many studies and experiments on "Mental
Imagery" hut it is difficult to find material based on the
seven to nine year old level. This particular age group seems
to have been neglected.
This study was made in order to obtain a better under-
standing of the presence and nature of imagery revealed by
children while listening to specific stories written by the
author, named "Home and Family" and "Mystery Story.
"
It is also the aim of the writer to attempt to answer, as
well as the data will permit, the following questions:
1. Did both stories used in the experiment bring forth
an equal amount of imagery?
2. Is there a relationship between the amount of imagery
possessed by these children and their understanding of the
story?
3. Does a child's experiential background influence the
type and amount of imagery he has?
4. Are there any significant differences in imagery in
children of this age level?
5. What relationship, if any, exists between imagery and
associations?
ii
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6. VJliere do these boys and girls deviate from the story
about the Home and Family?
7. Vl'here do they deviate in the Mystery story?
8. Where do they deviate from each other in the Home and
Family story?
9. Where do they deviate from each other in the Mystery
story?
10. Where did they add to the story and what did they add?
11. Where did they omit important details in the story and
what were they?
12. Are there any specific teaching techniques that can
improve a child *s imagery?
ii
CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Description of Mental Imagery
There are several theories that images are created in the
brain. The writer agrees with this fundamental assumption and
bases upon it her further discussion and interpretation of the
specific data submitted for consideration.
Mental Imagery, as it is used in this study, may be de-
scribed as being any imagery perceived by the child while
listening to the stories read to him during the experiment.
Some part of his mental imagery seems to be set forth by visual
auditory, gustatory, olfactory, or kinaesthetic perceptions
which acquire part of their meaning from the child's experien-
tial background.
There is a mental function called memory that preserves
images and provides them at future occasions when a need for
them arises.
The assumption is that any imagery created by momentary
events or stories is partially dependent upon the life history
of the child for the meaning which these images acquire.
Individual Differences in Imagery
There are several references in the literature to individ-
ual differences in imagery. Vaughan asserts that "visual
-3-

4images are extremely vivid in some persons. A painter dis-
misses his model after half an hour's sitting and then paints
her from memory.
Visual imagery in children was reported by Jenkin, "The
children, in proportion to the number of possible recalls, gave
more instances of visual imagery. Their imagery was of whole
figures or objects and was sometimes of the eidetic type. In
spite of this fact the children had less correct recalls, "2/
bartlett states, "If I may turn for one moment to the
content of images in relation to the aim of the specific
process of thinking, it is in every case the thinking itself
which determines whether or not the images which are utilized
are relevant, and never the images that sporadically occur
which determine the relevance of the thinking they may stimu-
late. Probably every visualist tends to use many more images
than he actually needs objectively to put his thinking through.
"Meyer, ... .relates that he himself could excite images of
warmth, cold or pressure upon any part of the skin; and that
they might become so lively as to cause him to pass his hand
over the place just as if it were a real impression on the skin. "4/
1/Vaughan, Wayland F., General Psychology. Doran & Company,
Inc. Garden City, New York, 1956, p. 389.
2/Jenkin, Annie M., "Imagery and Learning," British Journal of
Psychology, Vol. 26, p. 164.
5/Bartlett, F.C., "The Relevance of Thinking," British Journal
of Psychology , Vol. 18, July 19^7, p. 29.
4/Hicks, G. Dawes, "On the Nature of Images," British Journal
of Psychology , Vol. 15, 19^4-^5, p. 135.

William James says in reference to the different kinds of
images, "Images of taste, for example, occur in conjunction
with some perception, the image of a sour taste may be oc-
casioned by the sight of an unripe apple.
"The most vivid touch images come when we ourselves barely
escape local injury, or when we see another injured.
"Olfactory images may arise, for example, when one is
looking at a scentless carnation,
"Kinaesthetic imagery is perhaps the least accessible of
all imagery to exact inspection.
Pear, in acting as subject in an experiment relates that,
"My almost exclusively visual interpretation of the piece
played on the gramophone (Tchaikowsky 's "Miniature Overture"
Casse-Noisette Suite), was suddenly interrupted by a kinaes-
thetic experience of myself skating a ^forward spiral." The
muscular tension (which is considerable) involved in throwing
the whole body forward, was very noticeable. The duration of
the spiral coincided exactly with that of a passage in the
music, and the pleasure caused by it was intense.
Assets and Limitations of Imagery
Individuals who enjoy mental imagery can not imagine what
it would be like to live without it; whereas those who haven't
the gift cannot appreciate what they are missing.
1/James, William, Principles of Psychology . Henry Holt & Com-
pany. New York, 19^7, pp. 65-66.
^Pear, T.H. , "Privileges and Limitations of Visual Imagery,"
British Journal of Psychology , Vol. 15, April 1925, p. 366.

The writer agrees with the statement made by Pear, "..the
memory world and the thinking world of a person who never uses
visual imagery would seem comparable to the perceptual world of
an animal without eyes.
A discussion on mental imagery recently with a noted woman
writer disclosed the fact that imagery played an important part
in her thinking and writing. The woman writer was asked whether
she thought meaning came before the image, or vice versa, or
whether it seemed to be a simultaneous act? After she had
thought over the question quite carefully she stressed that
meaning and image occur simultaneously. That is, she explained,
when I sm trying to settle certain problems, a picture suddenly
seems to emerge; at the same moment I get meaning for my problem
It is such a wonderful feeling of relief and joyJ
The above statement seems to coincide in part with MacLen-
nan»s idea. "When the precise imagery flashes into mind a dis-
tinct sense of relief comes over us. The more vivid the picture
the greater is our assurance. It is imagery which ensures a
final realizing sense to ideation.
"....the close dependence of meaning upon imagery is found
in the constant resort to imagery when thought is baffled. "^
Whenever we find ourselves in an unfamiliar situation those
of us that are visual minded find ourselves picturing the entire
1/Pear, T. H. , "Privileges and Limitations of Visual Imagery,"
British Journal of Psychology
,
April 19ki5, Vol. XV, p. 363.
2/MacLennan, S. F., "The Image and the Idea," Psychological
Review
, April 190:d, IX, p. 69-79.
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situation and finding the solution to the problem feel extreme
relief and joy.
Besides offering pleasure mental imagery increases the
capacity for efficient work. "The best workmen are those who
visualize the whole of what they propose to do, before they
take a tool in their hands.
Mental imagery is an absolute prerequisite for every
physician; its development is stressed during the training of
the medical student. How could a surgeon operate without a
clear visualization of the anatomy of the human organism.* If
he is to perform a very delicate operation on the brain of a
patient, it is absolutely essential for him to "see" the entire
process from beginning to end. A storekeeper, in redecorating
his store, or rearrang^ing his stock would also find mental
imagery a valuable tool. The mother in her home, the teacher
in her classroom, the scientist, the artist and many others
would find its usefulness beneficial.
As one turns from the assets of imagery to its limitations
one thinks of how dangerous visual imagery can be if it is in-
accurate, inadequate, or uncontrolled.
"There can, however, be no doubt as to the utility of the
visualiiing faculty when it is duly subordinated to the higher
intellectual operations.... "2/
1/Galton, Francis, Inquiries into Human Faculty and Its Devel-
opment , Macmillan and Company. London, 1683, p. 115.
2/Galton, Francis, Inquiries into Human Faculty and Its Devel -
opment , Macmillan and Company. London, 1883, p. 113.
(I
A child who has inaccurate or irrelevant imagery is in
great danger of getting into all sorts of difficulties.
"These images frequently are representative of incidents
in the past of the subject and are often not at all appropri-
ate; in the case of reading, they are often misrepresentations
of the matter read. One can scarcely doubt that many children
are victims of this automatic functioning of the associative
process. The false tales told in good faith by many children
are evidence of this.
l/Drummond, Margaret, "The Nature of Images, " British Journal
of Psychology , July, 19-d6, p. 10-19.
i
CHAPTi^R III
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Related Studies Reviewed Briefly
The writer will not attempt to make a critical analysis of
all the previous research done in the field of Mental Imagery
but will select a few significant references.
It is interesting to view a few examples of the early con-
cepts of mental imagery. For example Aristotle thought that
"....mental impressions are not signs or symbols, but copies of
external reality, likenesses of things themselves. In the act
of sensuous perception objects stamp upon the mind an impress
of themselves like that of a signet ring, and the picture so
engraven on the memory is compared to a portrait.... From these
"phantasms" or representations of the imagination the intellect
abstracts its ideas or universal concepts.
John Locke's concept of mental imagery is significant when
he says, "....the understanding is not much unlike a closet
wholly shut from light, with only some little opening left, to
let in external visible resemblances or ideas of things without:
would a picture coming into such a dark room but stay there and
lie so orderly as to be found upon occasion it would very much
resemble the understanding of a man in reference to all objects
1/Butcher, S.H., Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art ,
Fourth Edition. The Macmillan Company Limited, 19^i7, p. 125.
-9-
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of sight and the ideas of them. "l/
One of the most famous experiments concerning imagery was
made by Galton, and ever since his "Inquiries into Human Faculty
the subject of imagery has gained a great deal of attention.
Francis Galton became very much interested in the visual
imagery of people whose "... .visual memory is so clear and
shar/l> as to present mental pictures that may be scrutinized
with nearly as much ease and prolonged attention as if they
were real objects."^
He sent a questionnaire to a large number of people. The
first group of the long series of queries related to "the il-
lumination, definition, and coloring of the mental image," and
wase framed by him in the following manner:
1. Illumination. — Is the image dim or fairly clear? Is
its brightness comparable to that of the actual scene?
2. Definition. Are all the objects pretty well defined
at the same time, or is the place of sharpest definition at any
one moment more contracted than it is in a real scene?
3. Coloring. — Are the colors of the china, of the toast,
bread-crust, mustard, meat, parsley, or whatever may have been
on the table, quite distinct and natural ?5/
In summarizing his results Galton tells us: "to my aston-
ishment, I found that the great majority of the men of science
1/The Works of John Locke, edited by J. A. StJohn, Vol. 1, Bell
and Daldy, London, 1867, p. 278.
2/Galtcn, Francis, Inquiries into Human Faculty and Its Devel-
opment, "Mental Imagery." London, Macmillan, 1885, p. 83.
w 3/lbld, p. 84
i
to whom I first applied protested that mental imagery was un-
known to them, and they looked on me as fanciful and fantastic
in supposing that the words 'mental imagery* really expressed
what I believed everybody supposed them to mean. They had no
more notion of its true nature than a color-blind man, who has
not discerned his defect, has of the nature of color. They had
a mental deficiency of which they were unaware, and naturally
enough supposed that those who affirmed they possessed it, were
romancing,
"On the other hand, when I spoke to persons whom I met in
general society, I found an entirely different disposition to
prevail .i/ Many men and a yet larger number of women, and many
boys and girls, declared that they habitually saw mental imager^,
and that it was perfectly distinct to them and full of color.
The more I pressed and cross-questioned them, professing myself
to be incredulous, the more obvious was the truth of their firslj
assertions. They described their imagery in minute detail, and
they spoke in a tone of surprise at my apparent hesitation in
accepting what they said. 2/
"Here, then, are two rather notable results: the one is
the proved facility of obtaining statistical insight into the
processes of other persons* minds; and the other is that scien-
tific men, as a class, have feeble powers of visual representa-
tion. There is no doubt whatever on the latter point, however
1/It)icl> p. 85.
^Ibid, p. 86.
S/Ibld , Q7.
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it may be accounted for. My own conclusion is that an over-
ready perception of sharp mental pictures is antagonistic to
the acquirement of habits of highly-generalized and abstract
thought, esi^ecially when the steps of reasoning are carried on
by words as symbols, and that if the faculty of seeing the pic-
tures was ever possessed b^ men who think hard, it is very apt
to be lost by disuse. The highest minds are probably those in
which it is not lost, but subordinated and is ready for use on
suitable occasions. nl/
Binet asserts that "Mental activity results from the ac-
tivity of images' as the life of the hive results from the life
of the bees, or, rather, as the life of an organism results
from the life of its cells.
Hicks in using Robinson Crusoe and Friday, a native of the
island, as an example, wants to make it clear how discrepencies
in experiential background influence the perception of the same
object.
When Crusoe and his man Friday see a ship appearing on the
horizon, Crusoe sees at once that it is a ship but Friday sees
only an amorphous blur. There was a tremendous difference be-
tween "the contents apprehended by these two individuals con-
fronted though they were by one and the same object. The ex-
ternal conditions were similar; the dissimilarity between what
l/'Ibid, p. SS.
_^Binet, Alfred, The Psychology of Reasoning. The Open Court
Publishing Company. London, 1907, p. 188.
(
they respectively perceived was largely traceable to their pre-
vious mental histories. ... The instance is a typical one. In
ordinary perception, there can he no question, a vast deal of
whet we suppose ourselves to be immediately discerning is not,
as a matter of fact, immediately discerned; it is discerned
through the aid of the revival of previous awareness of similar
objects
.
Eidetic imagery and the eidetic type is associated with
its main investigator Erich Jaensch and the Marburg school of
psychology.
"Among optical memory images we find in addition to the
customary "Visual image, " an Eidetic Image . In the one case a
former visual perception is merely imagined; in the other case
the original object is actually "seen". .. .The true eidetic
image, in distinction to the visual memory image, revives the
earlier optical impression when the eyes are closed, in a dark
room, and sometimes when the eyes are normally open, with hal-
lucinatory clearness."-^
Jaensch defines the eidetic image, for experimental pur-
poses as follows:
"The eidetic image is a subjective visual phenomenon which
is found in many young people, but not so often among adults;
if, for instance, a person with eidetic imagery is asked to
1/Hicks, G. Dawes, "On the Nature of Images," British Journal
of Psychology , 1924, Vol. 15, p. 129.
^Allport, G. W., Eidetic Imagery, British Journal of Psychol
ogy> Vol. 15, p. 100. (1924)
(
look attentively at an object—regardless whether it be of two
or three dimensions--this person sees the object again when he
closes his eyes or looks at a ground which serves as a back-
ground for the images.
Studies which have been made of fche extent of eidetic
powers show "that approximately 60 percent of all children be-
tween the ages of ten and fifteen are able to produce eidetic
images. Statistics for younger children are as yet lacking.
There seems to be a noticeable retreat of this ability
during adolescence.
It seems to the writer that the mental attitude, that is
assumed, during the investigation of different kinds of images
is of an introspective nature.
In introducing the vivid image of the ice cream cone in-
cidents the writer suggested to the children the type of per-
ceptive observations to search after.
The recall of the story and the images involved is not
merely an "objective report" rather a "sort" of "introspection"
in which subjective reactions exert an influence.
The child in this experiment has to take the role of an
experiencer but not as a performer in a test situation.
"An introspective experiment involves one peculiar dif-
ficulty in that the subject is at once the observer and the
1/Murphy, Gardner, An Historical Introduction to Modern Psy-
chology . New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1930, p. 437.
2/Allport, Gordon W., Eidetic Imagery , British Journal of Psy-
cholQgy, 15. p. 101, 192^.
iI
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observed. The person who is observing a chemical reaction can
write down a description of what he is seeing during the course
of the reaction, but the observer in an introsjpectlve experiment
finds that the effort to observe interferes with the experience
that is being observed One way to obviate this difficulty
in Introspection is to allow the experience to run its course
as freely as possible and then to recall it and describe it
from memory.. •« Introspection is then carried out by resorting
to retrospection.
Fechner was the one to begin a systematic investigation of
visual imagery in 1860.
Lay became very much Interested in mental imagery and re-
viewed all investigations on this subject up to the time of 1896
in his doctor's dissertation at Columbia.
MacLennan suggests that "Imagery is a name for concrete
mental processes taken in their immediate and varied individual-
ities. Distinct Images are emphasized portions of this process,
what James designates substantive states...."^
Pear states that the following aspects are significant in
mental imagery; frequency, clearness, quickness of recall, rele-
vance, usefulness, emotional coloring, and personal Interest.
Titchener compares images with sensations and assiimes that
the image does show a sort of textual difference from sensations
1/Vaughan, Wayland F., General Psychology . Doubleday, Doran &
Company. Garden City, New York, 1936, p. 77ff
.
2/MacLennan, F.S., "The Image and the Idea," The Psychology
Eeview;. Vol. IX. 1902. p. 69.
4
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that it is more filmy, more transparent, or more vaporous.
In relating imagery to perception Hicks states that "A
sufficiently safe proposition from which to start may be ex-
pressed in the form that imagination is continuous with percep-
tion and grows out of it.
Whether visual images are relevant to thought processes is
a much argued point. Aveling states that "It may be that visual
images are not only pertinent to thought processes, but even th^t
thought cs^nnot proceed in their absence - that they are a con-
dition sine qua non of all our thinking." Ke goes on further
to say, "....I em quite ready to admit that there may be an ex-
tremely high degree of relevance of this sort between visual
imagery and thoughts in a similar manner.
There are apparently many individual differences in regard
to imagery, which may account for the antagonistic theories.
"Visual imagery in many cases clearly serves as an aid to under-|
standing, by providing illustrations and making the realization
of the referent move vivid and tangible. According to Betts
images occur especially when the thought process encounters an
obstacle, and images are resorted to as a help for overcoming
it Selz asserts emphatically that images are evoked by
the purposive thought processes tending towards the solution
1/Hicks, G. Dawes, "On the Nature of Images," British Journal
of Psychology , Vol. XV, 1924.
2/Aveling, F., "The Relevance of Visual Imagery to the Process
of Thinking," (July, 1927 )p^. 16, 17.
{
of the task in hand. "1/
Annie Jenkin in her research on the relation of imagery
to learning states that "Visual imagery played but a small p^jar
in the recalls. The majority of the images did not furnish
the memory knowledge but accompanied it."
Brennan's thesis in 1958 dealt with the differences in
children's imagery in visual and auditory comprehension in re-
lation to silent reading in social studies. She used the Free
Written Association Technique and tested orally and in written
form sixty-five fifth and sixth grade children. She found that
there were wide ranges in imagery in regard to color, time, ap-
pearance of people, size, and vividness. She also noted that
the £ije of the characters was identified with the actual ages
of the group reporting.
The following year in 1959 Ardra Wavle made an investiga-
tion of mental imagery in silent reading. She studied fifty-on^
adults and two children. Her intention was to determine what
the effect of worde is on the imagination of the average adult
reader; and what visual, auditory, or other kind of mental
imagery he experienced while reading.
She found that "The presence of imagery—rather than the
"capacity" for it—varies according to the subject matter of
the material being read...* ,,2/ There seemed to be a variation
1/Stern, Gustaf, Meaning and Change of Meaning (With Special
heference to the English Language). Goteborg, Pub. Llanders
Boktryckeri Aktiebolag, 1951. P. 49-51.
2/Wavle, Ardra Soule, A Study of Mental Imagery in Silent Kead-
Ing, UnT)^^li^hed^.^^d^ T^sis^-BoatQii^iJrLlJG^ 1959 « p. 1-7

in color, quality and permanence. Clarity and relevance seemed
to depend on the subject matter and an adequate experiential
background.
In 1945 Clough analyzed the mental imagery found in chil-
dren's silent reading. Her purpose was to construct a scale to
measure the extent and degree of mental imagery present in si-
lent reading of children in grades four, five, and six, and to
determine, if possible, the specific factors that show the
amount of correlation of mental imagery in silent reading.
She chose an indoor and outdoor passage from a basal scriei
of books. There were 470 pupils from grades four, five and six
tested. Sixty-four individual tests were given to pupils, to
gain experience and practice. These 64 cases were given oral
tests, the remaining 406 pupils were given material which they
read silently and then wrote the answers.
No significant differences in mental imagery were found.
The girls seemed to have higher scores in imagery than boys.
A pupil's mental age showed no correlation with his score in
mental imagery. The reading age showed a fair correlation with
the degree of imagery present in silent reading. Interest in
reading showed a decided correlation with the degree of imagery
A fair positive correlation between the indoor and outdoor se-
lection was found.
ii
CHAPTER IV
iviETHOD
Stories to Stimulate Imagery
The writer wrote seven stories and chose two of them for
the study of imagery. They are as follows:
Family and Home
They had all been working very, very hard every single day
after school. Mother was such a good sport. She had given so
much of her time to help. It wouldn^t have been possible to
have made this wonderful surprise for Father if it hadn't been
for her.
"M-m-m-mJ That chicken smells goodJ I'd like some of it
right now, " said John, as he finished smoothing down the new
tie he got for Christmas. "Golly J Christmas was only last
week and w^at fun we did have; but nothing like the fun we'll
have tonight .'
"
''I'm starved^ called Ann from her room," when I think of all
the good things we're going to have to eat. Can you smell those
baked apples? I'll bet Kings don't have any better supper than
we're going to have tonight,'"
Henry hadn't been saying much for the last half hour, be-
cause he was saying over and over again the speech he was going
to make tonight to his father when they had all gathered in the
big living-room to give him the present they had all been worklrg
-19-
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on for weeks and weeks. Suddenly, like a flash of lightning,
Henry leaped across the room, slmost knocking John over as he
ran out of the room and down the stairs into the kitchen.
"Oh, MotherJ"
"What is it, Henry?"
"Did John put the candles on the birthday cake, yet?"
"Yes, Henry. It is in the pantry.
"
"Wheei It»s a beauty, isn't it Mother?"
"Yes, and your feither will think so tco, I»m sure. Shhh.!
Listeni %Tio*s coming?" As they listened they could hear a
crunch, crunch of the snow as someone came along the front
pathway to the house.
"That's Fatheri 1*11 get John and AnnJ " With one long
slide across the floor Henry fairly flew out of the room.-----
Mystery Story
Every Saturday Jack, his two sisters and a friend of his,
named Paul, used to play together. Today was just the kind of
day to do something exciting, but no one had thought of anything
very good to do as yet. "Oh, I know," said Jack. "Let's take
a walk through the woods. We haven't been there for a long time
Everyone agreed to that idea, so off they started.
Pretty soon they came to Old Joe's shack. It really wasn't
a shack. It was a great big old farmhouse but Old Joe never did
fix it up and it was falling to pieces. Paul was the one to
give them an idea when he said, "You know Old Joe died about twc

months ago and since then everyone says the house is haunted.
"
"I didn't know he had died," said Jack.
"I didn»t either," said both girls,
"Say, Paul," said Jack, "Let's go in the house. Do you
dare?"
"Sure I do. You girls had better wait outside in case it
is haunted.
"
"Oh, noJ" they cried. "We want to come too." So all four
children started to climb the rickety front stairs and when they
reached the porch they stopped and held their breath as they saw
the front door swing wide open right before their eyes. No one
moved for a few seconds and then Jack said, "I'm going in."
"I'll go too," said Paul, and they started slowly through
the doorway, the two girls following close behind.
They had no sooner reached the other end of the long, dark
hallway, than bang.' the front door slammed tight. "Oh.'" the
girls gasped. No one dared take another step. Suddenly from
above they could hear something moving. The boys looked at each
other and then at the girls. "I'm going up and see who it is,"
whispered Jack." "OOoo-oh.' I'm so scared.'** said the girls.
"Let 's go home.
"
"Go ahead if you want to. I'm going with Jack to see who
it is," said Paul.
"OhJ Don't leave usi We'll come too." So, all four start^ii
up the creaky, squeaky, dark stairs.
At last they reached the top of the stairway and started
iI
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down the long upper hallway toward the room where they had hea]ffd
Sounds as if someone were in it. Crashi Bang! The door
slammed tight, and all four children stood stalk still, hardly
daring to breathe. "Well," whispered Jack, "now that we've
come this far we might as well see who is in this room, and he
tip-toed quietly nearer to the room, the others following noise4
lessly behind. Now they were all at the door, and even Jack was
afraid to touch the handle of the door, but at last he placed
his hand on the knob.
Special Considerations
The writer left the stories unfinished. The intention was
to leave the child at the peak of predetermined imagery so that
the force of it would permit him to continue the story to its
consistent conclusion.
The child would then complete the story in spite of missinjj
further stimulation and support from the story-teller's sugges-
tions.
The degree to which the child would carry on the main idea
of the story would reveal his true interest in these subjects,
his power of persistence, his experiential background in these
subjects, and his ability to create.
Because children, of the seven to fiine year old level, do
have considerable difficulty in writing and spelling, it was
thought best to permit them to give oral reports. Considering
this fact plus the reading difficulties that they might en-
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counter In having to read the stories silently, the writer de-
cided to use the oral interview technique.
A recent study by Joney bears out the writer's point of
view on oral presentation. Her conclusions are:
1. Hearing Is superior to reading. A statistically
significant difference of 6.90 was found in favor
of hearing.
2. Hearing is superior to silent reading with oral
questions. A statistically significant differ-
ence of 6.55 was found in favor of hearing.
3. Poor readers show a preference for hearing. A
statistically significant difference of 10.20
was found in favor of hearing.
4. Superior readers show a preference for hearing
although the preference is not so great as In
the case of the poor readers. A statistically
significant difference of 5.10 was found in
favor of hearing.
"Boys show a slightly higher preference for
hearing than girls.
"Hearing is superior to silent reading in
both easy and difficult material."!/
A few years previous to Joney 's report the scores of a
i/joney, uiive M.
,
Comparison of Heading and Listening in Teach-
ing Factual Materials in Grade Four, Unpublished M. Ed. Thesis,
Boston University, 1942, pp. 46-47.
w
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typical group of third-grade children on the Durrell-Sulllvan
Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests showed, that in gen-
eral those children who score high in hearing comprehension —
that is> have good understanding of spoken language are
usually reading at grade or above, while those who score low in
hearing comprehension are below grade in reading ability."
many children do not have reading achievement equal to their
capacity, as judged by their understanding of spoken language.
At the age level of these children it makes a great differ-
ence, for the ease with which imagery may arise and for its
vividness, whether the story is read to them or has to be read
by them.
Motivation and presentation of Material
The motivation for the experiment was produced in two phasetjs,
a more general and a more specific one. The general phase took
place in the class-room when the writer one day told the entire
class about a very "special" undertaking she had planned.
The children had known that the writer was studying at
Boston University and they had learned, (so they thought) how
to do "research" (in their class-room studies) just as the
writer was doing. They were very proud of this attainment and
enjoyed imitating the writer. So, they were not too surprised
one day when the writer said that she was doing a very special
paper and wondered if they'd like to help her. The response wad
1/Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities
World Book Company. New York, 1940, p. 43.
i
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on© of genuine delight and eagerness. In fact, many of the
children wanted to begin immediately. So the matter was dis-
cussed more fully and plans were made.
It wasn»t difficult to know what to tell the children as
their questions implied quite convincingly their needs.
"What's it going to be about?" eagerly shouted on© boy.
"When are we going to do it," cried another.
If you'd really like to help, I'll try to answer your ques-
tions. First, it's going to be about the kind of pictures that
boys and girls see when they are listening to a story. "That's
easy, said one girl, I always see pictures when I listen to a
story." Secondly, we can begin this week, if you'd like. "Oh,
yes J" they all shouted. "Which day?" Should you like to make
it a sort of party and come back on Wednesday afternoons when
there isn't any school? "Yes J" they fairly yelled. "That would
be fun.»"
Who is going to b© first? said one excited little boy. W©3jjl,
let's see. How shall we decide? A short pause, and then on©
little girl said, "Oh, we could draw names.'" "Or we could have
first a girl and th©n a boy," said another. "Couldn't we do it
by alphabetical order, the way we do our words?" suggested a boy|.
The decision was finally made to "do it alphabetically" as
had been suggested and to permit children to come on Wednesday
afternoons.
One little boy, whose name happened to come near the end
of the list, was a little dlsappoint©d with th© "alphab©tlcal
i{
method, " because he wanted to be one of the first to come to thp
party and listen to a story, so he asked if it wouldn^t be pos-
sible to change his last name? The class laughed good natured-
ly but he knew that they wouldn»t consider permitting such a
thing to happen, so the matter dropped.
The writer desiring to create a situation most favorable
to the production of imagery thought it might add to the enjoy-
ment of the testing, (thus enriching the child's imagery, ) if
he were given a choice of place to listen to the stories. So
the children were asked which they would rather do, come to
school or to the writer's apartment, to hear the story? The
response was immediate and the sudden noise resembled that of
buzzing bees as they asked each other such questions as: Will
your mother let you go to Miss Phipps • apartment? Have you
ever gone on the bus? How do you get there? etc. etc.
They were assured that they would be given exact direc-
tions as to how they could get to the writer's apartment, if
they wished, and that they could discuss it more fully at home
and report their decisions the following day.
Appointment cards were made out which included the child's
name, time, place, and date of appointment. This seemed to
have a very desirable effect on them. It added to their sens©
of importance and to the "dignity" of the situation.
It was necessary to send home notices to the parents ask-
ing them to fill in a slip which permitted the child to take
the test at school, or at the writer's apartment. A suggested
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time and date was also on the notice which the parents were
asked to check if it suited their plans.
So, even though the testing was done in different physical
environments, the atmosphere established was "psychologically
alike.
"
The more specific phase of motivation took place at the
beginning of the experimental session; it was combined with an
attempt to direct the concentration of attention in the direc-
tion of producing imagery. So, when the child arrived, he was
asked the following questions before he listened to the story
about the Family and Home.
1. Do you like chocolate or vanilla ice-cream best?
2. Do you see a picture of anything when I ask you
this question?
3. What is your picture?
4. Can you feel anything?
5. Can you taste anything?
6. Can you smell anything?
7. Can you hear anything?
Well, sometimes when people listen to stories, they hear,
or smell, or feel, or taste, or see pictures in their minds.
But, some people don't see any pictures at all.
Now, if you do or don 't hear, or taste, or feel, or smell,
or see anything while I am reading you the story, will you pleasj^
tell me about it later?
You see, your answers will always be right, because it's
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what you do or don't hear, taste, feel, smell, or see.
After I finish reading the story I'm going to let you tel]
it to me and give me your own ending, because that will be part
of the fiant
Are you ready? All right here it is.
Then the story about the Family and Home was read to the
child, after which the following set of questions was read to
each child.
1. Did you see the people in this family?
2. What did they look like?
3. How old did you think they were?
4. How many were in this family?
5. Vtfhere did they seem to be while I was reading you
the story?
6. Did you see the kitchen? What was in it?
7. What time of year was it?
8. What time of day or night was it?
9. While I was reading you the story did you smell any-
thing?
10. Did you taste anything?
11. Did you feel anything?
l<d. Did you hear anything?
15. Did you like these people? Why?
14. Did they seem to be near you or were they far away?
15. Gould you have touched them?
16. Did you touch them?
^
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17. How did they feel?
18. Now will you please tell me the story and give me an
ending for it.
19. Draw me a picture of the story, any part you wish.
20. Draw a picture of the living-room and show the family
listening to Henry *s speech.
There were two stories read to the children, (the "Home
and Family" and the "Mystery" story) however, they did not re-
turn to listen to the second story, (which was part of the sec-
ond phase of the experiment ) until every child had heard the
Home and Family story.
Remarks such as these: "Well, this time I know exactly
what to do, you* 11 want m.e to listen to a story and then tell
you what I see, and hear, and so on. Isn't that right?" and
"I know how to do it this time.'" show that at their arrival for
the second session the children were anticipating a similar
task as the one which they had enjoyed at the first meeting.
The writer then gave the child a few preliminary questions.
After I read you the story today will you please answer some
questions just as you did for the last story? Tell me what you
do or don't hear, smell, feel, or see. Then tell me the story
and give me your own ending for it.
Are you ready? All right here it is.
Then the Mystery story was read to the child, after which
the following set of questions was given him.
(
1. Did you see the children in this story?
2. What did they look like?
3. What were they v^earlng?
4. Did you see Old Joe*s shack?
5. What did it look like?
6. Did you seem to go in the house when the children
went in?
7. What did the house look like inside?
8. How did you feel when you went into the house?
9. Did you smell anything? What?
10. Did you hear anything? What?
11. Did you touch anything? What?
12. What do you think was in that room upstairs?
15. Now will you please tell the story and give me an end-
ing for it.
14. Draw me a picture of the story, any part you wish.
(
CHAPTER V
Analysi s and Interpretation of Data
Chart I. Children participating in the experiment.
Chart #1
Grade Bovs Girls Total
3 12 12 24
Girls C.A. I.Q, Boys C.A.
.
1,0,.
1 7-11 120 1 8-5 103
2 7-11 119 2 7-5 130
*3 8-0 3 7-11 127
4 7-3 140 4 7-7 123
5 8-5 97 5 8-3 117
6 7-5 128
.
6 8-10 108
7 9-6 102 7 7-11 127
8 8-7 132 8 8-9 95
9 8-1 115 9 8-0 114
10 7-10 121 10 7-9 125
*11 7-8 11 8-4 113
12 8-5 123 12 7-8 112
* Girl #3 in the sbove chart left shortly after this experi -
mental study because of illness, and so was not given the Binet
test, therefore her I.Q,. could not he listed. Girl #11 left fcr
a school in Connecticut shortly after this study and so she, too
was not i^iven the Binet test, therefore her could not be
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placed on the above chart.
I. The median for the chronological ages of the children
listed on chart #1, is 8-1.5. The highest chronological age is
9-6 and the lowest chronological age is 7-5.
II. The median for the intelligence quotient for the children
listed on chart #1 is 118. The highest intelligence quotient
is 140 and the lowest intelligence quotient is 95.
The General Trend of Analysis and Interpretation of the Data
In interpreting the material which the children produced
in answering the questions, retelling the story, and continuing
it the writer proceeded as follows.
By means of asking specific questions the writer investi-
gated detailed images. (See IV, pp. 28, S9) The recall and the
retelling of the stories aimed at finding out in which way the
children combined the detailed images with related associations
as revealed in the consistent trend of the prescribed story con-
tent. In order to do this it was necessary to subdivide the
stories into short sections and tnemata. (See V. pp. 39,40 )
The free continuation of the story was interpreted accord-
ing to the degree of deviation from the 'consistent' trend of
the story. Omissions and additions of images and associations
served as guidemarks for evaluating the amount of deviation.
(See V, pp. 42,47)
iilvaluation of Imagery
The imagery as evaluated on table one and eleven, page
was produced by the children during the listening to the story.
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The questions of the writer defined the images more clearly and
centered them around sense perceptions.
The imagery as evaluated on table II and III, pp.84,36 was pro-
duced by the children during the listening to the story from th«
answers to the questions asked by the writer after the stories
were told.
The answers of the children were ranked according to an
evaluative scale 5-1.
5 referring to rich amount of imagery
4 referring to good amount of imagery
3 referring to fair amount of imagery
2 referring to very little imagery
1 referring to none apparent
The criteria upon which this ranking was based were derived
in the following manner.
The author looked comparingly for, what she considered to
be, the richest imagery found in an answer, among all the an-
swers given for that particular question; she then used these
findings as the criteria for judging the other answers to that
specific question. The same method was used for judging good,
fair, very little, and no imagery apparent. The same method was
used in judging the imagery revealed in all questions.

A. Home and Faunlly Story
Chart #11*
The Amount of Imagery Revealed by the Answers Given
to the Home and Family "Questions
Ranked accordingly:
5. Rich amount of imagery
4. Good " " "
5. Fair " " "
2. Very little imagery
1. None apparent
Girls
1 5 5 5 4 5 6 5 4 5 5 5
2 4 4 3 5 5 ' 3 1 4 3 5 5
3 4 4 5 5 5 4 1 4 2 4 5
4 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 4 5 4
5 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
6 3 5 3 4 5 3 4 1 2 5 5
7 2 1 2 2 2 4 5 4 3 3 4
8 3 3 3 4 5 4 4 1 2 3 4
9 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 1 3 3
10 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 1 5 5 4
11 3 5 3 4 5 3 4 4 4 4 5
12 4 4 4 4 5 4 3 5 5 5 5
4X 46 45 47 50 43 40 31 40 49 51
Boys
1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1
2 1 2 1 4 4 4 1 1 3 4 2
3 1 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 3 3 2
4 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
5 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 3 2
6 3 3 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 6
7 2 3 3 2 5 4 4 1 4 4 5
8 3 3 3 3 5 4 3 2 2 2 5
9 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 5
10 3 2 3 4 2 4 1 1 4 3 5
11 2 3 3 4 4 4 2 3 3 3
12 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 2
25 26 27 33 38 37 25 18 32 34 34
B=^fihart^contains merely^ thos*=4iuesi^
ranked according to the amount of Imagery,
{I
Home and Family Story Questions which were not listed
on Chart #11 because they could not be ranked according to
the amount of imagery, as most of them v/ere yes and no
questions
.
1. Did you see the people in this family? This question
v/as answered 'yes' by 18 children. Two children saw
only one of the characters in the story and that v^as
the mother. Three children, all boys, did not see any
of the characters in the story, and one boy reported
that he didn't see them very well,
2. How old 'were they? Most of the children place the
ages of the characters at their own age level or
that of their brothers and sisters, and parents. Home
and Family storys, p. 77, show these age levels,
4, How many were in this family? All of the children
reported that there were five characters in the
story,
6a. Did you see the kitchen? All reported, yes, to this
question,
15. Could you have touched them ? All, except one, reported
in the affirmative regarding this question,
ISaPid you touch them ? Two girls ana two boys answered
'yes' to this question. All the rest said 'no'.
16bHow did they feel ? All the girsl reported in the neg-
ative to this question, except two. Girl #5 said,
"They felt nice. Their clothes vv'ere nev/ ana their
clothes felt nice." Girl #6 reported, "Smooth and
v/arm," All the boys reported in the negative to tnis
question except three. Boy #2 said, "Warm, not hot,
not cold, not freezing, they'd be happy, just plain
warm." Boy #3 reported, "They'd feel cold 'cause the
v/indow v/as open. The father might have felt stickj'^
if he had snow on him." Boy #10 said, "Nice, clean."
17. Will you please tell me the story and give me an end-
ing for it ? The answers to this question are included
in the 'Appendix' pp. 72-87,

B. Mystery Story
Chart #111
The Amoiint of Imagery Revealed hy the Answers Given
to the Mystery Story Questions
Ranked accordingly:
5. Rich amount of imagery
4. Good " " "
3. Fair " " "
2. Very little imagery
1. None apparent
Girls
1 1 5 5 3 5 1 1
2 4 5 4 1 4 5 1
3 1 5 5 1 3 1 5
4 1 5 1 2 6 5 4
6 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 2 1 3 3 2
7 2 5 2 1 3 2 4
8 2 5 2 1 2 2 1
9 2 5 2 4 5 1 5
10 . 2 5 5 4 5 4 4
11 1 4 4 2 4 2 4
12 5 3 5 1 3 I 2
27 54 3$ 22 43 28 34
Boys
1 3 3 5 1 5 3 4
2 4 5 5 2 3 5 2
3 4 4 5 1 3 1 4
4 1 4 3 1 3 1 3
5 3 2 4 1 2 1 4
6 4 5 5 4 4 4 3
7 3 3 5 1 3 3 1
8 4 4 5 1 2 3 3
9 3 1 1 1 1 1 3
10 4 4 5 3 3 3 3
11 4 2 5 1 3 1 4
12 4 4 5 1 3 1 4
41 41 53 18 35 27 38
LS char"t contains mere; .y those questions which could be
rahkud accui'dliig Lu LUli a iuuunt uf imagery*-
(1
Mystery story questions which were not listed on
Chart #111 because they were not ranked according to imagery
as most of them were yes and no questions.
1. Did you see the children in this family ? All the boys
and girls reported 'yes' to this question.
2. What did they look like ?
g. V/hat were they wearing ? These tv/o questions apparently
had the sarae meaning for the children. Or it may have
been that they felt incapable of describing the looks
of the characters in the story except by giving a de-
scription of the characters* clothes. Lack of a vo-
cabulary to describe the characters, it would seem,
was v/hat limited the child in this instance. Samples
of the answers given to these questions will be found
in the Appendix, pp. 89-IuO,
4. Did you see Old Joe's shack? All except one of the
children answered in the affirmative to tnis question.
6. Did you seem to go in the house when the children v;ent
in? All said, 'yes' to this question.
13. '.Vill you please tell me the story and give me an ending
for it . The ans.vers to this question are included in
the Appendix, pp. 89-100,
Emotional After Effects of Mystery Story Themata
'i'/hile observing and thinking over the reasons why certain
themata were remembered better than others in the Mystery Story
the writer felt that the emotional suggestions brought to the
child's mind by the story either created interest in him or
blocked him. Such "blocking" frequently occured immediately
after an emotional suggestion caught a child's interest. An emo
tional suggestion apparently does tv\ro things to a child; first.

it causes him to remember that particular incident clearly, anc
secondly, it seems to block his mind from taking in any new
suggestions for the time being, until the emotional disturbance
has subsided.
In this connection it is interesting to note that im-
mediately following a thema which has been recalled by most
of the children, the next few themata are rather poorly re-
called.
Comparison of Imagery in Both Stories
In chart #11, surveying the Home and Family Story, it
shows quite clearly that the girls had, as a group, much richeij
imagery than the boys in their answers to the single questions.
The writer thinks this may be accounted for first, by the
fact that boys of this age level seem to have less interest in
the subject of home and family than girls. Second, girls tend
to be more compliant, boys more daring m thought and action
at this age. V/hen boys are not interested in a subject, they
turn from it as a rule, whereas girls are more apt to try to
understand or become interested in the subject if only to
please mother, or teacher.
This hypothesis is borne out quite plainly when one com-
l» res the data shown in the answers to the questions about the
Mystery story. This story captures the boys* interest and they
show richer imagery in three out of seven of the questions.
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Division of Stories into tJiemata
The two stories were divided into themata, that is, the
stories were separated into short sections so that the writer
could note the number of important points, or ideas, each child
recalled.
The writer did not expect the child to recall verbatim the
words of the story, but the essential content of each idea, as
condensed by the writer (see Chart jfIV)»
Both stories were divided into sections and themata. The
Home and Family story contains five sections each subdivided
into several themata. The entire number of themata for this
story is eighteen. This is one half the number of themata con-
tained in the Mystery story. The Mystery story contains seven
sections each subdivided into several themata. The entire num-
ber of themata for this story is thirty-six.
Number of
Story Themata Sections
Home and Family 18 5
Mystery Story 36 7
Chart Themata Contained in the Home and Family Story
Children Including
Themata Thema
la. Everyone is sharing in the work
being done to make a gift for
father. 11
b. Mother *s kind helpfulness 2
2a. Smell of the chicken. 2
b. John's new tie. 3
c. Christmas only last week. 0
d. Fun to be had tonight. 1
3a. Ann is in her room calling out
how hungry she is... 2
b. ...and mentioning the baked apples... 2
c. ...and the good supper they are to
hav e tonight
»
0

Chart j^/^ cont.
4a. Henxy^s quietness while study-
ing speech. •
•
b. ...he is to give to his father...
c. ...living room tonight...
d. Henry rushing suddenly out of
the room. .
.
e. almost knocking John over to
run downstairs to the kitchen.
5a. Henry's questioning of his mother
about the candles on the birthday
cake.
b. Hearing the crunching of the snow
c. Henry rushing out of the kitchen.
<
d. ...to tell John and Ann that he
thinks father is coming...
8
4
0
5
5
10
9
9
There were eighteen themata in the Home and Family story.
The highest number of themata included for any single item in
this story was eleven for thema la. The lowest number of
themata included in the story was zero for themata 2c, and 4c.
The Recall of Home and Family Story, Chart j^jfl^ shows how
many times each thema was recalled by the children after listen-
ing to the story. For example, thema la. was recalled by eleven
different children. As there were twenty-four children in the
experiment one can see that this thema was recalled by all but
thirteen children. This, it will be noted^was not as high a re-
call as thema 7i. in the Mystery story which was recalled by
twenty different children. The reasons for this difference is
discussed on page 3T in this chapter.
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Chart #IV.a. Recall of Home and Family Story
T< * ftmi ^ "n pV
oo iNumuer oi onxxQreii
X1.\^WWX \JlXXl0S
wim.cireii mema
11 l.a.
10 5.i.
9 5.b.
8 ^ • Si •
4 4.b.
4 5.d.
3 2.b.
3 4.d.
3 4.e.
2 l.b.
2 2.a.
2 3. a.
2 3.b.
2 5.C.
1 2.d.
0 2.C.
0 3.C.
0 4. c.
i
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Chart #V. Recall of Home and Family Story
Number of themata individual girls included in their
recall of the Home and Family story.
inQiviQuax
uirJ.S
Number of Number of
themata included themata not included
J. 12 6
rjC 5 13
4 14
4 5 13
5 0 18
6 1 17
7 0 18
8 2 16
9 0 18
10 6 12
11 4 14
12 6 12
Number of themata individual boys included in their
recall of the Home and Family Story,
Individual
Boys
Number of
themata included
Number of
themata not included
1 1 17
2 2 16
3 3 15
4 1 17
5 1 17
6 1 17
7 2 16
8 0 18
9 2 16
10 2 16
11 2 16
12 3 15
There were eighteen themata, in all, in the Home and
Family story.
This chart shows at a glance what is pictorially shown
Chart #V1 Recall of Home and Family Story.
i
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The Recall of Home and Family Story, Chart #VI, shows the
number of themata revealed by individual children. It can be
read as follows. Girl #1 listed on the left hand side of the
page has (twelve) 12 \mder the (check) / which means that she
mentioned that number of themata when recalling this story.
The 6 which is directly under the (dash) — means, that is the
niimber of themata she did not include.
If one is interested in seeing how many chilcthen Trere in-
cluded *«T- any single thema one may read the total at the bot-
tom of the page as follows. The numbers that are on a line
with the (check) / tell the total number of themata given by
all the children for that one thema. The numbers that are on
a line with the (dash) — tell the total number of themata not
included by all the children for that particular thema.
Chart #Vla.
Themata
Themata Contained in the Mystery Story.
Children Includ-
ing Thema
la. Jack has two sisters and a
friend named Paul... 5
b. ...who often play together. 4
c. Jack suggests that they take
a walk through the woods. 15
2a. They come to Old Joe*s shack... 13
b. ...which is really a big old
farm house. •
•
2
c. ...which he has permitted to
fall to pieces. 2
d. Paul tells that Old Joe died
a few months ago... 8
e. ...and that it's supposedly
a haunted house. 6
5i. All admit of not knowing
about his death, . .
.
2
b. Jack suggests going in the
10house. .
.
I(
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Chart #Vla, uont.
3c. ...and tells the girls to
wait outside... 2
d. ...in case the house really
is haunted. 1
4a. Girls want to come, too... 2
b. ...so all four climb the
rickety front stairs... 13
c. ...and when they reach the
porch stop and hold their
breath. . . 6
d. ...as the front door swings
wide open. 11
e. Jack decides to go in... 8
f. ...and the others follow. 5
5a. When they reach the end of
the dark hallway... 1
b. ...the front door slams shut. 12
c. They hear something moving up-
stairs. 15
d. They are frightened. 5
e. Jack whispers he*s going up to
see who it is. 10
f . The girls are frightened and
want to go home. 11
6a. Paul suggests that the girls go
home if they are scared. 5
b. Girls beg not to be left out. 3
c. All go up the creakey dark
stairs. 10
7a. They start down the long upper
hallway... 3
b. ...toward the room where they
heard sounds... 6
c. ...and the door to this room
slams shut. 8
d. The children are very frightened. 4
e. Jack decides to continue... 3
f. ...as they've gone that far. 0
g. The others follow him. 1
h. They reach the door... 11
i. ...and even Jack is afraid to
open it but finally he places
hand on the knob. . . 20
There were thirty-six themata in the Mystery story. The
highest number of themata included for any single item in this
story was twenty, for thema 7i. The lowest number of themata
included in the story was zero, for themata 7f
.
i«
Chart #VII. Recall of Mystery Story.
rpec^uency ox necaxi. of Themata, Arranged According to
Number of Children
iNuin.L)c~x ui vxxj.xu.xexi mema
1 Rxo 1« c.
5.C.
13 id* a.
xo 4. D.
1 o 5. D.
XX 4« a*
XX O.I*
XJL 7 .h.
lU 0« D.
xu 5.e.
xU 6.C.
p 2.d.
Qo A ^4* C*
oo 4.O.
oo 7 .C.
aO 2.e.
u 7. D.
o 1. a.
o 4.f
.
O 5.d.
o o . a.
X • D .
7 H
r . U .
7. a.
7.e.
2 2.b.
2 2.C.
2 3. a.
2 3.C.
2 . 4. a.
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1 5. a.
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0 7.f
The Recall of Mystery Story Chart VII shows how many times
each thema was recalled by the children after listening to the
story. For example thema 7.i. was recalled by twenty different
children. As there were twenty-four children in the experiment
I{
one can see that this thema was recalled by all but four chil-
dren.
Chart #VIII. Recall of Mystery Story.
Number of themata individual girls included in their re-
call of the Mystery Story
Individual Number of Number of
Girls Themata Included Themata Not Included
1 0 36
2 14 22
3 17 19
4 22 14
3 33
6 6 30
7 0 36
8 5 31
9 9 27
10 18 18
11 11 25
12 18 18
Number of themata individual boys included in their
recall of the Mystery Story
Individual Number of Number of
Boys Themata Included Themata Not Included
1 11 25
2 20 16
3 7 29
4 7 29
5 10 26
6 15 21
7 11 25
8 6 30
9 7 29
10 6 30
11 14 22
12 7 29
There were thirty-six themata, in all, in the Mystery
Story.
This chart shows at a glance what is pictorially shown on
Chart IX Recall of Mystery Story.
I
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The Recall of Mystery Story Chart #IX shows the number of
themata revealed by individual children. It can be read as fol-|
lows. Girl #1 (listed on the left hand side of the Page) has a
(zero) 0 \inder the (check) v/ which means that she did not men-
tion a single themata in her recall of this story. The 36
which is directly under the (dash) — means, that is the number
of themata she did not include.
If one is interested in seeing how many themata were in-
cluded for any single thema one may read the total at the bottonj
of the page as follows. The numbers that are on a line with the
(check) y tell the total number of themata given by all the
children for that one thema. The numbers that are on a line
with the (dash) -- tell the total number of themata not includec^
by all the children for that particular thema.
Recall
The recall of the Mystery Story was much better than that
of the Home and Family Story.
The reasons for this outcome are probably two fold; first,
the amount of practice. As the Mystery story was told during
the second session they had already 'practiced* recall in the
manner this experiment requires it.
Furthermore the questions which had followed their retell-
ing of this story prepared them for a similar set of questions.
The implications of this effect will be discussed in the follow-|
ing chapter.
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The second reason is the greater interest which the Mysterijr
story aroused. This story spells freedom and opportunity, at
least in imagination, as an escape from parental authority. It
also calls for adventure, and such stories appeal strongly to
children of this age level.
Identification with the Characters
m tne iitory
Most of the children who participated in this experiment
tended to identify themselves with characters in the stories.
Such identification seemed to take place during all phases
of the experiment, the listening to the stories, the answering
of questions, the recall of the stories and their inaependent
continuation. But this identification took a different form
and different directions during the two stories. With refer-
ence to the Mystery story it resulted in generalized emotional
reactions which will be discussed on page 37 . Concerning the
Home and Family story the identification was more specific.
The children in the experiment placed the ages of the childl-
characters in the story at about their own age level, or at the
age level of their brothers and sisters. They also tended to
place the ages of the mother and father in the story at the sam^s
age level as their own parents. Girl #4 after reporting that
"Mother was about forty-five or fifty and father about fifty or
fifty-five said. At least that's about how old my mother and
father are.
The description that the children gave of the father and
50
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mother in the story called the Home and Family resembled their
own parents in most cases.
After child #<3 had completed answering all the questions in
the above story and was preparing to leave, the examiner asked
her if she had thought of anyone 'special' when she described
the figure of the mother and father in the story? She promptly
answered, with a big smile, "Oh, yes, my own mother and father.
"
«
^"x^iiCoi of LdL»c>i3«.*ia
ii
Chart #X, Identification with Characters in Home and Family
Story. ^
Girls Names of the Characters in this Story
1
C.A. Henry John Ann Mother Father
7-11 10 11 9 38 40
2 7-11 13 11 9 35 35
3 8-0 14 22 8 32 46
4 7-3 14 • 9 7 45or5C 500r55
5 8-5 8 8 9 47 51
6 7-5 10 8 9 30 32
7 9-6 11 10 8 25 26
8 8-7 11 9 14 56 60
8-1 9 10 8 32 36
10 7-10 5 10 13 35 36
11 7-8 10 9 8 36 38
12 8-5 12 11 7 35 37
Boys Names of the Characters in this Story
1
C.A. Henry John Ann Mother Father
8-5 9 6 10 27 30
2 7-5 9 11 6 35 40
3 7-11 6 8 7 32 35
4 7-7 8 10 8 26 35
1
5 8-3 12 8 6 35 38
6 8-10 14 12 10 36 42
7 7-11 9 11 7 20 20
8 8-9 12 9 10 28 24 j
9 8-0 10 8 9 30 30
10 7-9 9 8 6 32 42
1
11 8-4 6 8 9 40 40
12 7-8 11 10 8 23 «6
i
Chart #X shows the names of the characters in the story
called the Home and Family. It also gives the ages of the boys
and girls who were in the experiment and what they thought the
ages of the characters in the story were.
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CHAPT}iiR VI
SOMidARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Did both stories used in the experiment bring forth an
equal amount of imagery?
The answer to this question can be quite amply found in
the evaluation of the imagery pp. 41, 42, which contain Chart
#1V, hecall of Home and Family Story, and Chart #V1 , Kecall
of the Mystery Story. The two stories did not bring forth an
equal amount of imagery.
2. Is there a relationship between the amount of imagery
possessed by these children and their understanding of the
story?
There seems to be a definite relationship between the imag
ery and the understanding which these children revealed in thei^
answers to the questions and in their recall of both stories.
A brief case study of a boy and a girl who took part in this
experiment are two good examples of such a relationship. These
case studies will be found on page6y,6;of the Appendix.
3. Does a child's experiential background influence the type
and amount of imagery he has?
Definitely, yes. It might be well to explain what this
writer understands the meaning of "experiential background" to
be for the child. The mere "existence" of certain human beings
i
i
I
and physical objects in a child's environment does not neces-
sarily make these persons and objects concrete and real in the
child's imagery. Many people simply assume that the environ-
ment which surrounds the child at home, school, church, and
playground, etc., comprise his experiential background but it
is the writer's opinion that the above mentioned environmental
factors may or may not be a part of the imagery and conceptual-l
ization as they influence and determine the child's experiences!.
Boy #2»s experiential background at the moment of the ex-
periment did not include images (or at least he was not ready
to utilize them on request ) of what was actually in his own
kitchen, yet he entered that kitchen probably several times
daily. Until this boy is able to have at his disposal the mem-
ory-images of his surroundings even when he is separated from
them we cannot say that his experiential background will have
any influence on the type and amount of imagery he will have in
a particular area. The child may live in a so-called "best"
environment and get very little from it which has meaning for
him and can possibly fimction for his unaerstanding of impres-
sions he perceives or stories he listens to.
The problem of environment as described in the home back-
ground of boy #1 is not so much that the environment is poor
as far a§ the presence of objects is concerned (furniture, etc.
)
but it is very definitely "poor" in emotional warmth and at-
tachment. The emotional atmosphere is filled with hostility
and nervousness which make the child uncomfortable, and arouses
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antagonistic and aggressive feelings in him which he cannot
handle; what is stimulated is destructive emotion rather than
the taking in of images. Those images that are aroused and
stimulated are connected with so many a-social connotations (on
account of the boy's hostility) that their recall later on is
very difficult or impossible. Such a boy, if in the presence of
a person towards whom he feels friendly and to whom he wants to
be obliging, may be unable to recall concrete images because they
are so inextricably mingled with aggressive notions that he
wants to avoid when with a person whom he likes.
In contrast to the previously described boy. Girl #1 when
listening to a story like the Home and family can easily, com-
fortably, and meaningfully identify herself with the happy atmo-
sphere contained in the story. Rich and manifold imagery is th<
outcome.
Experiential background, then, should not be confused by
what is known as the child's environmental background. A child 'j
environmental background may or may not become his experiential
background.
4. Are there any significant differences in imagery in childrei
of this age level?
Chart #V1 (page 43) Recall of Home and family story and
Chart #1X (page 48) Recall of Mystery story show quite plainly
that" there are significant differences in children of this age
level. It is difficult for this writer to understand how
Clough found in her thesis that there wen&no significant differ*
ii
i
i
ences in imagery in the large group of children she tested,
Clough has set up her experiment in a way that made it very
difficult for individual differences to be revealed. Different
interpretation of her material might lead to the discovery of
more individual differences than she supposes to exist. How-
ever, it may he a difference in the individual writer's inter-
pretation of such material.
5. What relationship, if any, exists between imagery and asso-
ciation?
In other words, what relation to other images and ideas ca^
be brought about by existing images. There seems to be a defi-
nite relationship between the imagery these boys and girls re-
called and the associations they connected with this imagery.
Many examples could be cited but only a few will be necessary
to show this relationship. In the answer to the question #6b
in the Home and Family story, "What was in the kitchen?", prac-
tically every child described the kitchen in his own house.
Some of the children described their kitchens at home with vari
ations. These variations included pictures they had seen in
magazines, in movies, and in other people's homes. Examples
for relations of this kind and accordingly for richness in im-
agery may be found in the Appendix, page 73*
Answers that have to be classified as "poor" in imagery
are characterized by paucity of related images and transferred
associations. These children included only a part of what is
actually to be seen in their own kitchen. Boy #1 does not
I
mention a thing that Is in his kitchen at home. In the discus-
sion of question three, page 53, an explanation was given how
the contradictory home background of this boy probably accounts
for the scarcity of images.
6. Where do these boys and girls deviate from the story about
the Home and Family?
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Chart #V1, Recall of the Home and Family story,will show
these deviations. The following presents examples of deviation:
Girl #1. This girl does not mention at the beginning or the
end of the story anything about the gift they had
all been working for every day after school.
Girl #2* Forgets the first nine themata. She finishes the
story nicely, sensibly. (doesn't mention gift,
however)
Girl #3. Remembers thema one and then forgets, or doesn*t men-
tion, the next eight themata.
Girl #4. Remembers thema one but forgets the next thirteen
themata. Her conclusion starts off to be quite good
until she comes to the part where she has Henry pre-
sent the gift to father. This gift is supposed to
be one they have all been working on for weeks and
weeks to give father. It is, therefore, a surprise
to discover she has conceived of giving father a
one-hTindred dollar bond. She seems to enjoy her
imaginings because she continues on giving elab-
orate and detailed descriptions of the food and
what was said about each thing placed on the table.
She enjoys having father and mother and the childre^n
carry on a conversation and then she concludes by
having father tell a very elaborate and lengthy
story about the Easter bunny. All of which is un-
necessary but sensible, yet deviates by elaboration.
Girl #5. Does not mention a single thema. She apparently
thought from hearing the story that there was to
be a party and then something happened, that blocked
her mind. It is difficult to say what it was. It
would seem that she may have become frightened be-
cause she may have felt it impossible to remember
the story, or there may have been parts she didn't
ii
understand. VvTiatever it was it hindered her logical thinking.
She felt a need to try and give hack something and so from her
own idea ahout a party she wove a tale that had no connection
with the story she had just heard. After the test was over the
writer asked the child questions about the story which revealed
the lack of understanding of certain words which of course made
it impossible for her to gain meaning. This child had formed
the habit of shutting her mind whenever any unknown word or idea
was spoken to her. (This case will be mentioned later on in
greater detail in the chapter on Implications, page 59.) No
gift was mentioned.
Girl #6. Thema 3b was the only one remembered by this child or
at least mentioned. No gift mentioned.
Girl #7. Doesn't remember any of the themata. Certain words
have been recalled but they have been translated into
her own ideas which are not relevant with those of the
story. No gift mentioned.
Girl #8. Remembered the first two themata only in this story.
Gift mentioned but doesn't say what it is.
Girl #9. Doesn't remember any of the themata in the story. No
gift mentioned.
Girl #10. Remembered six themata out of the eighteen. This lit-
tle girl remembered enough themata to piece together
quite a fanciful story. Her imagination is so rich
that she is absolutely dauntless about telling the
story even though it doesn't follow the original one
at all. No mention of gift.
Girl #11. Remembers number one thema then forgets the next thir-
teen. No mention is made of the gift for father.
Girl #12. Remembers #1 thema then forgets the next eight. No
mention of gift.
7. Where do they deviate in the Mystery Story?
Chart #1X, Recall of the Mystery Story, shows where these
children deviated. The writer refrains from producing examples
of deviations from the content of the Mystery story which can be
provided for in as large a number as for the Home and family
story. The recall and the continuation of the Mystery stories
(0
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can be found in the Appendix, pp.
8. ^liere do they deviate from each other in the Home and Pamil^
storv?
Some children remembered the first part of the story, some
the end of the story, whereas others remembered points in the
middle, there were still others that recalled parts midway be-
|rween the first, last, and middle parts of the story.
9. Where do they deviate from each other in the Mystery story?
The same thing may be said about the deviations in this
story as were said about the one above.
10. What did they add to the stories?
The additions which the children superimposed over the
facts of the stories or their consistent continuation were de-
termined by other predominant needs than "logical" repetition
or continuation. The need for a gratification of the wish to
have her self and her family in the limelight appears behind
girl #5's. Appendix, p^ ^ recall. "When she went to call her
father, her father said, 'You are all dressed up today, • and
when their father came in, he saw that John and Henry were all
dressed up. His wife was all dressed up too.
"
Girl #3, page 7F, Appendix, after having determined a
wheelbarrow to be the present for father is carried away by the
suggestions which this image conveys and adds three other
presents, enjoying the limitless power of giving imaginary
presents. She then pictures the father at work in his Victory
garden the next day, even though in her previous recall of the
f

story she consistently kept to the description of the winter
scene. A certain need to boast comes out by telling the follow-
ing day in school about all the presents which the family gave
to father. In reality her behavior frequently is the outcome
of similar needs.
Boy #7, page ^S, Appendix, has the family work in the gar-
den in spite of the winter time scene to which he has just
listened. "Well^ they were working in the garden almost every
day that week. But they did not feel very tired. " This boy
finds himself back in the actual content of the story by having
Henry, the boy in the story^ "saying his speech over and over
again that he was going to say that night to his father. " It
is apparently the emotional excitement of this pending speech
in front of the family group which fascinates and probably
frightens him simultaneously, and thereby interferes with an
ordered remembering of the other occurences happening In the
story.
Girl #1, page appendix, when attempting to recall the
mystery story does not elude to a single incident as mentioned
in the story beside entering a strange house, (without mentionir^
that it was a haunted house). Instead she puts in harmless oc-
curences which have not been mentioned, as the finding of a picni
basket with food in it. Her fear and yet reluctance to admit
lack of courage makes her minimize the gruesome aspects and her
report completely unrelated to the actual story ends like this,
"They weren't quite sure but they hoped something more exciting
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like a ghost or some evil person. They went downstairs again,
opened the door and went out. It was very hot out, so they de-
cided to take a little swim in a little pond near-by before
they went home."
This i^irl's behaviour is characterized by the predominant
need to be perfect, to be the master of every situation at any
cost and unwillingness to admit mistakes.
tX » What important details in the stories were omitted?
The answer to this question will be found on Chart #VI,
(Recall of Home and Family), page I4.5, Chart #IX, (Recall of
Mystery Story)
,
page i|8.
Children of this age level are in the process of continued
socialization. They try very hard to at least appear to be in-
terested in someone other than themselves but v.hile listening
to a story they tend to forget this, and revert back to their
main interest *self * and their o\m activities. For example,
eleven children, when retelling the Home and Family story,
recalled themajla. (everyone is sharing in the work being done
to make a gift for father); this thema has the highest number
of recalls for any one thema. At first glance one might
assume the real interest to be in father, but the writer con-
cludes this not to be so; rather the interest seems to be in
the fact that they feel they are doing the work. The reason
for this hypothetical conclusion is that themata number ^6
(...to tell John and Ann that he thinks father is coming) is
recalled by only four children. It would seera logical to sup-
e
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pose that if they were really interested in 'father* they would
remember this thema. This was the last item to be recalled in
the story as read to them.
The argument usually set forth stresses that the end of a
story will be better remembered than the middle parts. Yet the
children in this experiment did poorly with the thema at the
end of the story, it therefore seems justifiable to assume that
they were really not interested in the content of this last
thema; the father's coming.
According to the expectation of the writer the following
points ought to have been mentioned in a consistent continuation
of the Home and Family story.
Almost all of the children omitted point five and point six
The writer assumes that besides the self-centeredness mentioned
previously, the children probably did not know what to give the
father, therefore omitted this point and the speech connected
The answer to question twelve will be found in Chapter VII,
page 65.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Father returns to house,
Children greet father,
They have dinner
,
They go into the living room,
Henry gives his speech to father.
Present gift to father.
with it.
I
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CHAPTER VII
IMPLICATIONS OF DATA
The writer's fundamental question twelve on page 2 , asked
"Are there any specific teaching techniques that can improve
a child's imagery? "
This writer believes that there are. However, she does
not think it can be done by merely showing pictures or asking
pertinent questions. Both may be necessary^ but so are other
things, which this study implies quite implicitly: interest,
then security through lack of fearj slow, very slow, step by
step method to give confidence and security; a joy in doing.
First, of course, before any specific teaching techniques are
used to improve a child's imagery, it would be important to
find out the amount and type of imagery he has. For very young
children the oral interview, immediately after listening to a
story and done individually, will probably be most successful.
The children that seem to be having the greatest difficulties
in their school subjects would probably be the best ones to
choose first. However, here again the teacher would need to
be very careful^ lest she load these children's minds with any
more burdens. In other words the teacher will need to let the
children feel that listening to a story and answering the ques-
tions is a game, fun, a privilege.' If not, she will have de-

feated her purpose at the start. For this reason it might be
well to choose a child who does well in his studies occasionally.
so that no stigma is attached to the experiment, and of course
the teacher realizes that even the child who does well in his
studies will need help in certain areas.
Or at first, before any of the above is done, it might be
helpful to select a story that the entire class enjoys and then
to read it to the group stopping now and then to ask such ques-
ts
tions as, Vt/hat did you see in your picture? Did you see Carlos?
»>
What was he wearing? Where was he? What kind of a day was it?
Then continue the story and gradually get^ in more detail, all the
sensory reactions possible. Do not force the children at any
time. Let them answer only when they wish. At first the chil-
dren may think this a bit silly, even childish^because at home
they may have been told to stop talking such nonsense or that
such imaginary ideas are foolish and only for babies. Therefore
the teacher's interest and enthusiasm should be the prime factor
for arousing interest in such a study. If the teacher is not in
terested or enthusiastic herself, the experiment will not flouris
and would be better left untouched.
The influence of emotions upon remembrance, as discussed on
page 38 > suggests important devices in teaching. First, if in
teaching one supplies methods that yield * emotional shocks
J
it
might be well to give the child time to recover before admin-
istering another. It would also be important to try to find
out just how fast and how many of these 'shocks' a child can

take in on sjiy subject so that the maximum amount of learning
might take place. A child might also be prepared, if started
at his own level, as to the number of 'shocks' per subject,
per minute, per hour, per day, or whatever the time might be,
in order to progress to the place where the child has the abil-
ity to take more 'shocks' in a shorter length of time.
Children's imaginations ought to be developed in a well-
planned fashion in two ways; first, 'free associations' and
second, 'controlled imagery.
'
They should be encouraged to recall sensory and perceptual
memories. The children have been stimulated by the experiment
and come to me now and say, "I have a good picture. Look at
this sentence."
It is sl:^nificant for teachers to be aware of two import-
ant points. i''irst, permit plenty of time for the child to de-
velop images. Second j create an atmosphere that counteracts
any remarks that may Lave been made at home , such as 'don't talk
about such silly stuff or that's baby talk', when a child relates
imaginary stories.
Not necessarily it is so called "easy" material or mater-
ial supposed to be "familiar" from former experience which is
helpful for the arousal of images. Actually such material may
touch areas in which the child is blocked, or It, relates to
conflicts and tensions which trouble the childj (see case
study of boy #1, Appendix, page 7/ . ) (also the discussion of
the writer's second fundamental question, page 53 , Chapter VI.
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Such a child might he saved from his predicament of avoiding
the emergency of images in his mind by employing material that
would set the child at ease.
Materials should be avoided from areas which seem to have
frightening or prohibitive implications for the child.
It would also be recomraendable for the teacher to avoid
overstressing the nicety and politeness of characters in stories
to a child who is consistently labelled as "naughty" and "bad,"
For the child that comes from an unhappy and disturbed
home background, it is a strain and is not conducive to the
emergence of imagery if he is constantly confronted with des-
criptions about happy family relations. This problem is
particularly relevant for children of this age level.
Some of these considerations apply especially to the child
with reading difficulties who remains tied to reading material
which he considers "baby stuff," In this direction selections
of reading matter with high interest level and small vocabulary
load have proved helpful.
In summarizing the writer wishes to state that she was able
to obtain a better understanding of the presence and nature of
imagery revealed by children while listening to specific stories
written by the author.
Children are so often thought of as being dull or even
stupid because they cannot, (or are not able as this study sug-
gests) verbalize their thinking. The many reasons for the
child's inability to express himself have been partially ac-
d
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counted for in this thesis.
Many children have never felt the need nor have they been
in situations where it has been necessary for them to express
themselves to others; this in itself must certainly make some
difference to the child who is suddenly called upon to speak
his thoughts to someone instead of telling them to himself.
Piaget says^ "Intelligence, just because it undergoes a
gradual process of socialization, is enabled through the bond
established by language between thoughts and words to make an
Increasing use of concepts; whereas autism, just because it re-
mains individual, is still tied to imagery, to organic activity,
and even to organic movements. The mere fact, then, of telling
one's thought, of telling it to others, or of keeping silence anc
telling it only to oneself must be of enormous importance to tht
fundamental structure and functioning of thought in general, anc
of child logic in particular.
L/Fiaget, Jean; The Language and Thought of the Child . Harcourt
Brace and Company, Inc. London, 1926. p. 45,
^4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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APPENDIX
A« Case Studies
Girl #1 . Girl #l*^s home background will be described.
Her parents are both college graduates. The father is a suc-
cessful business man. The mother is at home and apparently
enjoys what her homelife offers. They are comfortably situated
financially.
This child was seven years and eleven months old when she
took part in this experiment. Her I.Q. was noted as being 120.
She has a younger brother who attended kindergarten. This
boy causes the mother many unhappy and frustrated moments. She
cannot understand why a boy brought up in the same environment
as the girl, does not react in a similar manner to his sister.
She is studious, polite, interested in the home and ready and
willing to follow any of her mother's suggestions.
This family lives in one of the better parts of the town,
in a large house which is surrounded by spacious grounds.
The emotional atmosphere is filled with love and under-
standing which permits the child to grow naturally and easily.
Opportunities are provided for her to participate in home acti-
vities and as her interest has been aroused, in these things
her experiential background becomes meaningful.
Her school background is good. She is a member of a small
group of children, twenty-four in all, in a public school of
repute. Each grade she has attended has been successfully com-
pleted as to conduct and scholarship. All reports that have
been received from former teachers are "good."
It is not difficult to see then why such a child would be
able to identify herself so easily with such a story as the
Home and Family. However, it is interesting why she, who has
such excellent imagery in this story, has not an equal amount of
imagery in the Mystery story. There are, no doubt, many reasons.
One that seems to be most significant is that her experiences
with such stories is limited. Any imagery she may get from the
Mystery story may frighten her, thus blocking her attempt to
remember any of the story that was read to her. This hypothesis
was arrived at in the following manner. Starting with the
premise that she did become frightened because of certain images
that were aroused by the story she would attempt to handle the
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situation as best she could. Her method of handling was done
by transporting the sensible meaning of the story to one that
suited her fancy and which was less frightening for her. This
she did beautifully, thus escaping from fearful images which
she felt incapable of handling.
Boy #1 . Boy #l*s home background is quite different from
girl #1 wno has just been discussed. His parents have come
from rather poor, uneducated families. The boy's father Is a
day laborer in the town. The mother Is at home all day and
spends her time scrubbing and cleaning. She apparently gets
little pleasure from her home except to enjoy seeing It look
clean. Their home is comfortably furnished and has many new
electrical appliances, even though the space for sleeping is
inadequate.
Boy #1 was eight years old and five months when he took
part in the experiment. His I.Q. was noted as being 105*
He has two younger and three older brothers and an older
sister. All of these children are attending school.
The family lives in a small apartment in one of the poorer
sections of the town.
The emotional atmoshere is charged with aggressive hos-
tility. No opportunities are provided for this boy to partici-
pate in home activities and as no interest has been aroused in
this area it is quite • natural to find that his experiential
background is meaningless.
His school background is poor. He is also a member of the
same group as ^^irl #1. His reports that have been received
from former teachers are "bad." He has been actively aggressive
i
and because of this he has been a frequent attendant at the
office of the principal of the school. He disliked doing schoo!.
work of any type, refused to play games in the class-room and
behaved in as disorderly a manner as he could, thus heaping
condemnation on himself.
One Is not surprised then to see why such a boy was not a-
ble to Identify himself with a story such as the Home and Family
However, it can be better understood why his Imagery was much
richer in the Mystery story. Apparently this story offered a
means of escape from school and parental authorities. He found
enjoyment in doing something (at least in imagination) that was
adventurous, daring, risky. It seemed to give him the freedom
which he had not been able to find either at home or at school.
cc
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B. Answers to Questions about
a. Home and Family Story
1. Rich imagery
Question 2. "What did they look like?"
A. Girl #1. Well Henry was ten years old and he wore
glasses. He had light brown hair. He didn't have very rosy
cheeks. He was sort of pale. He was tall and had blue eyes.
He wore green pants and a blue shirt and new black shoes and
some green and black and blue plaid socks, and he has freckles
and he has sort of a long nose. You could see a lot of excite-
ment in his eyes. Ann has black hair and curls and dark brown
eyes and she has a turned up nose with freckles. She has brigh"
red cheeks and she has a blue dress with yellow stripes and her
hair is tied in back on top of her head with a yellow bow and a
yellow sash. Her eyes are shining with excitement, too. She ha;
on a blue beret. Part of a blue hanky shows sticking out of her
sleeve. She's quite tall, about nine years old. John has brown
hair and blue eyes, a very turned up nose and he has on some
brown pants and a green shirt and he has a pocket on the side
and part of a flashlight sticking but. He's about as tall as
Henry--well a little taller. He has on some green and blue
socks. He's sort of pale, too, and he has on a silk necktie
and it was brown and green. His hair is parted on the side.
He's eleven years old. Mother is thirty-eight years old. She
has light brown hair and brown eyes. She has on a pink and
yellow dress, a white apron with a ruffle around it and blue
and white flowers on it. She has on lipstick. I really haven*t
thought much about mother. She has a happy face and there's a
flower on her hair. Father is forty years old. He was a very
large man and he had black hair and you could see some gray
hair in it. You could see the dark blue pants of his suit and
a little of the black tie he was wearing. He had on a brown
coat and black rubbers and a brown hat and there was a blue
feather in it. He had on some gray gloves.
B. Boy #10. V/ell John had black hair and black shoes on
and a blue suit and a tie, brown stockings with blue in them.
Ann had on a blue dress and black shoes, light yellow hair,
blue eyes. Henry had on a sort of a blue suit, gray stockings,
brown shoes. His hair was brown, his eyes sort of blue. Mother
had on an apron and a dress and some brown and white shoes and
some stockings. Brown hair and brown eyes. Father had on some
boots and a coat and a hat. His hair was brown,his eyes were
brown. He had some stockings on that were blue, too.
2, Poor imagery
Question 2. What did they look like?"
A. Girl #7. The father had a hat on and he had a paper
;
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in his hand. I saw John putting on his necktie and Henry was
sitting down and the mother was washing the dishes and Ann was
playing.
B. Boy #2. Happy children, happy family, too*
1. Rich Imagery
Question 6h. "What was in the kitchen?"
A. Girl #1. In one corner there was a white and black
stove, a modern stove. A sink in one corner and lots of dishes
on the sink. On one side there was a cupboard with an ironing
board in it. It was halfway open. There was a cupboard with
all the things that mother would need to use in a kitchen.
There was a green kitchen table and the drawer in it was open
and you could see the spoons and small measuring cups. The
light was on.
B. Boy #6. It had blue lineoleum. The mother liked a
red and black kitchen and she had a breakfast nook, the table
was black and the seats were red. There was a bowl of flowers
on it. She had green curtains. Her stove was a gas stove and
it was cream color. The walls were cream. She had a cabinet
that was black and on the top shelf she had salt and pepper and
red pepper and cinnamon and on the bottom shelf she had canned
goods. In the pantry John was putting on the candles on the
birthday cake. There was a vegetable bin and the sink was
white and across from the sink was a cupboard for pans.
2. Poor Imagery
Question 6b. "What was in the kitchen?"
A* Girl #5» There was a stove, there was a table and
some chairs, and there was a closet with some dishes in it.
B. Boy #2. Mother and dinner they were cooking. Chil-
dren were there sometimes, too.
Time Conception
Question 7. "Yftiat time of year was it?"
The story mentions that Christmas was only last week. It
also mentions the crunching of vhe snow and yet this didn't
seem to make any difference to some of the children as one can
note by glancing at a few sample answers to the above question.
Girl #5. In the summer.
Girl #7. The summer.
Boy July.
Boy #9. In March. It really did snow in March, so it really
would be about March.
w
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Question #8. "What time of day or night was it?"
The story tells of the preparation of supper and yet the
following answers were given*
Girl #9« About twelve in the afternoon.
Crirl #7. Around four.
Boy #14.. Two 0* clock in the afternoon.
Boy #9. About three o'clock in the afternoon.
The fact that school doesn't get out until three -thirty
doesn't seem to make a bit of difference to these children.
Question #11. "Did you feel anything while I was reading the
story?"
This question offers an opportunity to notice differences
in meaning.
Girl #12 reports, "When the door opened (in ray mind) the cold
air blew in and I could feel it. When they sat down in the
living room I could feel the heat from the fireplace.
Boy #7. This boy deviated from the story and reports, "Well I
felt quite tired because I was out in that garden working and
I got tired hoeing and everything."
Question #9« "While I was reading you the story, did you smell
anything?
This question brougjit forth some divergencies in meaning.
A few samples will show this quite plainly.
Girl #9. "No, 'cause I didn't eat it."
Girl #1. "Yes, I smelled the chicken and the baked apples.
There was a big basket of clothes in the kitchen and I could
smell the freshness of that."
Boy #5. "Nobody would let me."
Boy #10. "Yes, I smelled the turkey and the apples cooking."
(The story mentioned chicken, not turkey.)
Question #15 • "Did you like these people?"
This question revealed somewhat the children's reasons for
liking people. They vary from the sublime to the ridiculous.
Girl #12. "Well they were very kind to each other and they wer<
jolly people and if you were with them you'd have a lot of fun.'
Girl #5* "They were dressed up nice."
Boy #5. "Well it's kind of hard to ssy . Well for one thing
they seem to get along nicely with each other. They didn't
seem to be squabbeling.
"
Boy #10. "'Cause they were nice and clean and everything."
>
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b. Mystery Story
!• Rich Imagery
Question "What did Old Joe*s shack look like?"
A. Girl #1. It was an oblong house and it was gray and
all the shutters were falling down and there were spider webs
hanging from all the windows. There were square pillars on the
porch and they were cracked*
B. Boy #2. It looked like a pretty big brown house, an
old one. All the windows were broken in it. The door had
patches of wood where it had been broken.
2. Poor Imagery
Qviestion k» "What did Old Joe's shack look like?"
A. Girl #5* It looked like a barn.
B. Boy #1» All the shingles were falling off and it was
gray.
Question 8. "How did you feel when you went into the houst
Examples:
Girl #1. I felt very excited aid did not know whether to
go out or to stay in. I could just hear my heart pounding all
the time. Every time I took a step the stairs would creak and
it would make me cringe.
Girls#2. I felt scared naturally 'cause if the door slammec
I*d want to go home like the girls.
Girl #5» I felt sort of funny as though everything was
going to fall down. I felt Jumpy, scarey.
Girl #10. Well I was sort of scared. I wanted to hold
onto Jack's hand all the time.
Girl #12. I felt as though a ghost was going to come up
and get me. (Hugs herself.)
Boy #2. I felt scared like there were a couple of ghosts
looking at me.
Boy #5« I felt kind of creepy. I thought someone was
going to spring on me right that minute.
Boy #8. I felt kind of scared. I felt the house rock wher
the train went by outside. I felt the knob of the front door.
I felt of the upstairs door when he was about to open it.
Boy #10. Well i felt kind of scarey 'cause it was like I
could see something moving and I didn't know what it was.
Question #6. "Did you seem to go in the house when the
children went in?"
?
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Example: Boy #9. No. I didn't want to. I wouldn't like to
go In. Experimenter asked why? 'Cause if it was haunted I
wouldn't dare, I'd be too scared.
Question #7. "What did the house look like inside?"
Example: Boy #9. Well, if I didn't go in I didn't see what it
was like inside.
Qluiestions#8, 9> 10, and 11 wore left unanswered because he
refused to go in that house and so had absolutely no imagery of
it.
Fear, then, may be one cause of lack of imagery. A child
that may be afraid of his teacher may have meaningful material
blocked out of his mind.
Rich Imagery. Question 12. "What do you think was in that
room upstairs?"
(xirl #5* When they were outside I thought there was some-
one upstairs looking out the window at them, that's who I
thought was in the room. The person was a girl and she had
stringy hair, big eyes that stare at you.
Boy #1. Joe, Maybe the casket was there.
Poor Imagery. Question 12. "What do you think was in that
room upstairs?
Girl #8. Nothing.
Boy #7* ^ don't know*
^ ...
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C» complete Collection of the Recall and Continuation
of both Stories by all Twenty-four Children
Girls* Stories — Home and Family
Question 17 » "will you please tell me the story and give me
an ending for it?"
Girl #1. Recall , "It was a busy day for the children.
They worked every day after school. John was upstairs patting
his new tie. Ann was in her room talking to John. Ann said
she was starving smelling that baked chicken and baked apples.
Henry had been quiet for a long time. Suddenly he ran from his
room practically knocking John over and he ran down the stairs
to mother who was in the kitchen.
"When he came in the kitchen he said, 'Mother, has John
put the candles in the cake?* And mother said, *Yes.* He said
to mother, *What a nice time we're going to have tonight. I
can hardly wait.
'
**Henry heard a crunching in the snow and he said, 'That's
father, I'll go and tell John and Ann.'"
Addition . "When father came in the children ran to him
and hugges him. Some of the snov/ on him fell off onto their
clothes. John took father *8 hat aid coat and hung them up.
Mother pulled off her apron and washed her hands and came in,
too. Supper was all ready and they went in and sat doYm. As
soon as they finished supper they all helped to clear the table
Then they went into the living-room.
"They didn't eat the cake at the table. Ann and Mother
brought in the cake and everyone sang 'Happy Birthday* to
father in the living-room. Then they all played games and
father read 'Hudkleberry Finn.* When it was time for the
children to go to bed they asked mother if they could sleep in
the great big bed so that they could all sleep together.
Mother said, 'yes.* When they were in bed mother and father
came in and they said their prayers all together. When mother
and father went downstairs and turned out the lights Ann said,
•
'Hasn*t this been a happy day?'"
Girl #2. Recall . "They were getting father's birthday
supper ready and John was helping mother while Ann did her
homework and while Henry did his speech to say to father.
"Then there's other things that I didn't remember what
happened
•
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"And a — the part where I remember was where Henry flew
down the stairs and asked mother if the candles were on the
cake and he said it was a beauty.
"Father was coming up the stairs and the crunching of the
snow,"
Addition . "When father came in they all sang 'Happy
Birthday.
"Father took off his coat then they all gave him his
spankings.
"Then they all sat down and ate supper. They after supper
they had their refreshments and then Henry made his speech to
them when they were gathered around in a circle in the living
room.
"That»s all."
(jirl #5» Recall . "One day in the winter we were in this
block (in my mind) there was this little white house with green
shutters and that's where Dr. (ioodman lived that was the father
We went in it. There was John and Henry and Ann. They were
all excited 'cause the father's birthday was tonight. John said
to Ann he was excited about tonight and he hoped father would
like the present they had been working on for weeks. Ann said,
'I hope so too.' Henry was quiet for a long time 'cause he
kept saying to himself the speech he was going to say tonight.
"Henry quickly ran downstairs and he ran in to the kitchen
and asked his mother if John had put the candles on the cake?
1
1
Mother said, 'Yes.' 'Is the chicken all done? It smells good.
Mother said, 'Not yet, it will be soon.* It took Henry only a
minute to skid across the floor and quickly run upstairs when
they heard some crunching in the snow. They thought it was the
father and Henry was nervous."
Addition. "It was the father. They had the party and
the father liked it very much. Henry's speech was a success.
The present they had been working on for weeks and weeks was a
wheelbarrow, a hoe, and a rake and a shovel. The father liked
the present very much.
"The next day when they were on the way to school they saw
the father working in his Victory tiarden. V/hen they got to
school they were telling all about the father's party and what
they gave him. They lived happily ever after."
t1
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(jirl ^* Recall . "Mother had worked very hard to c^t the
surprise ready for father. The children had worked hard, too.
Mother was near the stove cooking chicken and John and Ann kept
saying, 'Yum, yum that chicken smells nice.' Henry had been
quiet all day trying to remember his speech that he was going
to tell father that night. Pretty soon Henry ran across the
kitchen floor and said to mother, 'Did John remember to put the
candles on the birthday cake?* 'Yes,* said mother, 'He did.'
Then mother said, 'I hear someone outside, listen.' Crunch,
crunch, crunch, went the snow outside. Then Henry said, very
excitedly, 'It must be father, I'll run and get John and Ann.'
'All right,* said mother and Henry slid across the room to get
John and Ann."
Addition . "Pretty soon Henry got John and Ann and they
hid behind the door of the dining-room to surprise father when
he came in. Pretty soon they heard the door open and they
heard him stamping to get the snow off his boots. Then he
started slowly to the dining room. 'Surprisei ' shouted Ann,
Henry, and John. 'Well, if this isn't a nice surprise,* chuck-
led father. 'Happy BD.rthday, * they cried. 'We've got a presen-j;
for you, father, ' shouted Ann. 'We can hardly wait until you
open it, ' cried John. Then Henry started his speech. 'For day
and weeks, mother, John, Ann, and I have been making this sur-
prise for you. We've been saving all our money to get this,
which we hope you will enjoy. ' Then Henry gave father a large
envelope and on it was the name. Father. 'May i open it now,
*
cried father? 'Yes, ' shouted all the children.
"Then mother appeared in the doorway, with one of her best
dresses on. 'Did you open the surprise yet, father?* said
mother. 'No,' cried father, 'not yet.* 'I*m going to now.*
Then he opened the envelope. There was a one -hundred dollar
war bond. 'Thank you very much,' cried father. 'I enjoy this
very much .
*
"Then they sat down at the table, and mother brought out
the chicken soup. After they had finished their soup she gave
them each a dish with - on it chicken, spinach, carrots, and
potatoes. 'Oh, doesn't this look lovely,' said father. 'I
hope it tastes as good as it looks,' said mother. 'Ohl I know
it will,' said Ann. 'I think so, too,* said father. After
they had finished that, mother brought out the baked apples and
put a pitcher of cream on the table. 'I hope you'll enjoy this^
'
said mother. 'I hope so, too,' said father. After they had
finished their supper John, Henry, and Ann begged father to teljL
them a story about Easter. This is what the story was.
"'Once upon a time,* began father, *there v/as no Easter
bunny.* 'Ohl how awful that must have been,* said Ann and she
began to cry. 'But it wasn't as bad as all that,* said father.
'For they had an Easter chicken, that kept baskets under its
! I
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wings filled with Easter eggs. Some that his Aunt Beulah had
laid. He and his sisters and brothers one night stole into a
farmer's house. The farmer had a little that was about seven
years old, and he liked to draw and paint very much. Two of
his sisters went downstairs into the basement, the boys' play-
room, and had taken out three little tin boxes full of water
paints. Then they crept softly home. The next morning one of
the Easter chickens' sisters showed the Easter chicken and her
sisters and brothers how to paint. She had learned how to at
school. Then they painted the Easter egigs. The next day was
Easter. The Easter chicken whose name was Jackie got two bas-
kets and put them underneath his wings and filled them with
Easter eggs and brought them to all the good little boys and
girls.* 'Didn't the bad children get eggs?' said John. 'If
they did, they shouldn't of,' said Henry. 'No,' said father,
'they aidn't get any eggs.'
"'Now it's time for you, children, to get to bed. The old
grandfather's clock says so.'
"'All right,' said the children, 'and thank you for tell-
ing us the story, ' said Ann. 'Yes, ' said Henry, 'Thank you
very much .
"
Girl #5« "They were working all day long and the kids wer^
in the house. Ann went out to call her father and there were
some apples on the ground. Vlhen Ann came in the house (she saic
when I came in the house and then changed it to Ann) she smellec
something. It was chicken in the oven. VJhen she went to call
her father her father said, 'You are all dressed up today, ' and
when their father came in he saw that John and Henry were all
dressed up. His wife was all dressed up, too. Then they
started their birthday."
Girl #6. Recall * "The name of it was Home and Family.
"Ann said that she could smell the chicken and the baked
apples. Henry slid through the room and John was standing near
the mirror putting on his tie. Father was coming home from worki
"'Father is going to be surprised when he sees the birthdajj
cake,' John said, '1*11 call Ann and Henry.'"
Addition , "pretty soon father came in the house. He saw
the birthday cake. Then they all sat down at the table, and
sang 'Happy Birthday. ' Pretty soon it was morning and the
children had to get up to go to school. And that's all."
Girl #7. Recall s "Mother was in the kitchen working.
Henry was putting on his tie that he got for Christmas, and
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asked where his mother put the cake* The mother said in the
pantry. She showed it to him, and Henry said, 'Isn't tnat a
nice cake.'"
Addition . **Then the father was coming down the path and
the children saw him coming then they say that's father. Ihey
sat at the table and they had th^^ir party."
Girl #8. Recall . "Every afternoon when the children came
home from school they were all working very hard because they
were getting a surprise ready for father. Mother did the most
work, because she was a good sport. Mother was in the kitchen,
she was getting the baked apples ready and the chicken. Father
started coming in and mother said that she M get Ann and Henry. *|
Addition . "Henry had a little package with something in itj
that he was going to give f-^ther. Then father said that was a
very good surprise. (Deviated here, didn't mention name of
gift.) Then they all sat down and had supper. After supper
triey all played games. In a little while the children went to
bed. I think that's all."
Girl #9. Recall , "poor me. Did Winthrop make up any?"
(Smiling to herself, she finally gets started after a treraendou^
struggle
.
)
"it was snow outside. (Can I tell the names of the family^
The names of this family are Ann, John, Henry, Father and Motiieij.
John went downstairs into the kitchen and he heard father. I
have just a teeny idea now. I'll try to make it good. (I can
think up good stories but then I forgot them when I say them.)
And he cried out, 'Here comes fa\Jievl^ 1 think that's all I
could think of." (Now you can tell me the rest of the story,
the writer suggested -~ this part is yours.)
Addition. "They were having a birthday party for father.
I think that's all of my story I can think of."
Girl #10. Recall. "Henry was studying the speech he was
going to give to father.
"The mother and John and Ann were downstairs finishing the
present they had worked on for weeks. John said, 'I can't wait
'till father comes nome to start eating the turkey. ' Ann said,
'I'll bet Kings don't have as good a supper as we're having to-
night.'
"John said, 'What's that?'
)
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"Mother said, *I hear crunch, crunch in the snow.' Henry
I
ran downstairs and asked mother if John had put the candles on
" the cake. Wnen he was coming down Ann was standing in the hall
and he almost knocked her over.
I "I could see the dining-room table set with the best blue
dishes and there was three big glasses of milk and two cups
empty."
Addition . "Father came in. The children ran upstairs to
hide because they knew they couldn't keep the smiles off their
faces and father would know that they were having a party for
him.
"Father went in to the living-room. Henry rushed down-
stairs to say his speech to mother just to see that it was all
right.
"Then John came after hira and then Ann.
"They had a present wrapped up in \'vhite paper.
"Henry came in to make his speech to father. He had on a
tall silk hat and an evening coat of his father's that had been
in the attic. He went in the living-room and there were cur-
tains to keep the heat in. You could see Ann's face and a
little bit of John's face behind the curtains. Ann had the
birthday cake. Henry made a bow and said his speech. Mother
was behind the chair and father didn't know she was there.
"John had the gravy and I heard Ann whisper to him, "Don't
spill the gravy.
'
"The chicken almost fell of the plate and mother almost
screamed.
"After Henry made hxs speech father almost fainted to see
them all come with gravy, chicken and the cake.
"They sat down at the table. Father liked the cake very
much."
Girl #11. Recall . "They were helping their mother every
day and they had the candles on the cake. The children were
dressed up and they heard the crunch, crunch of father's feet
coming up the walk and Henry said, ^Are the candles on the cake'?*
Mother said, 'Yes.' Henry ran to get Ann and John and he flew
rigiht across the room it seemed."
Addition . "They had the party and father thanked them very
much then the children played a little while then they had thei]
dinnfl-p. 'Phfty went to bed after supper." ^
I1
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Girl #12. Recall , "They were all very busy. Henry
didn't come down or say anything because he was practicing his
speech to say to his father. Mother was making the cake. Ann
and John said they were hungry. Later on Henry carae rushing
down almost knocking John over, then he said, 'Have you put the
candles on the cake mother?* Mother said, 'Yes, I have.* Then
they heard a crunching of the snow and their father was coming
in the gate."
Addition . "Henry told his father the speech and his
father said, *Thank you very much, that was a nice speech.* Then
they went in and had their supper and ate the cake. After
supper the children said goodnight and went off to bed. Their
father said goodnight to them and said that was a nice birthday^"
Boys* Stories — Home and Family
Question #17* "Will you please tell me the story and give me
an ending for It?"
Boy #1. Recall . "One of the boys asked mother if the
other boy put the candles on the birthday cake and they heard
something and it was the snow coming down and they heard anothef
noise and it was father."
Addition . "When he came in they said, *Happy birthday
father. ' Then when the father came in he took off his clothes
and then they shut out the lights and father blew out the can-
dles and they cut the cake and then they each had a big piece
of cake. That*s all I can think of."
Boy #2. Recall , "At night the mother was in the kitchen
with one of the boys and she was cooking chicken. Prank was in
his room going over a speech he was going to make to his father
He ran downstairs and said to his mother, "Has John put the can
dies on the cake yet?* His mother said, *Yes, he has.* They
all heard the crunching of snow. ^somebody was walking up the
front path. Frank slid across the floor bumping into his
brother and sister."
Addition . When their father came in they all got around
him and sang 'Happy Birthday* for father. They all had a very,
very happy time and they had a nice time in the living-room
that night."
Boy #3. Recall , "They had been working on a present for
father cause it was his birthday and the boy was looking at
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his new necktie. (I couldn*t remember what the girl said,)
anyway, the boy v/as practicing his part he was going to say at
the table and suddenly they heard a crunching of feet outside
in the snow."
Addition * "it was father and the boy slid into the kitcheji
to tell mother and then everybody else heard it, too, and they
all crowded around father and sang *Happy Birthday* to him.
Then they went into the dining-room and the boy said his piec^
then after they had eaten their supper they played a game then
the children had to go to bed. Right at the end, * Goodbye, I
hope 1*11 see you tomorrow.*"
Boy #14.. Recall . ""Father was coming up the stairs. John
ran aownstairs and asked his mother if Billy had the c^andles
on the cake yet. She said, 'Yes.* 'Ehen they heard a knock on
the door then John said that must be father.
Addition * "Then John answered the door. Then they came
in and sat down. Then they talked. Then some company came.
They knocked at the door. John ran to answer it. They came
in and sat down. They they all started to talk. And after a
while dinner was ready. After dinner the children played games
(Oh I guess I*d better take it apart and put it together right.
They played a game of CJhinese checkers. They looked at the
clock and it was eight o* clock and mother said it was time to
go to bed. The children went to bed after awhile and then
mother came down to see the company. After about one hour they
started to open the presents. (It*s getting hard to think of
much more.) After awhile the company went home. Mother and
Dad went upstairs and went to bed."
Boy #5* Recall . "Henry was going to practice his speech.
All of a sudden Henry was out of the room and down the stairs
into the kitchen in a flash. (I said in a flash otherwise you
couldn't have known how fast he went.) He called upstairs and
asked if John had put the candles in the cake. (He did, didn*t
he?) (This would have to be the same sentence I think.) Mother
said, *Yes.*"
Addition. "Father came in and said, *vs/hat a nice cake.*
"Who made it, mother?* Mother said, 'I made the cake and John
put the candles in it.'"
"They all sat down at the table aid had the chicken and
then had the cake and father said, *MyJ What a nice chickenJ
*
I guess that*s the end."
Boy #6. Recall . "They had been making a big surprise for
father for a lot of weeks. It was father *s birthday. So they
had everything nice when he came home. They bad a birthday cak^
I
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for him and they had fried chicken for supper. The mother was
in the kitchen. Henry slided across the floor two times."
Addition . "John opened the door for his father and took
his hat and coat and hanged it up. Then he put the candles on
the cake. Then they all sat down to dinner. When they finished
their ainner they brought in the birthday cake. Father tried to
blow them all out and he did all but two. And they had ice
cream, too. Then they stayed up and opened his presents. Then
they went in th^ living-room and talked awhile until about ten
o'clock. And then they went to bed."
Boy #7* Recall . "Well they were working in the garden
almost every day that week. But they did not feel very tired.
Henry had been quiet for about a half an hour. He was saying
his speech over and over again that he was going to say that
night to his father. The family was getting ready to give
father the present that night."
Addition. "It was around eight o'clock before father got
home that night. Then they gave him his present and Henry said
the speech. His present was a new radio."
Boy #8. "I remembered there was five in the family. There
was John and Ann and her mother and her father and Henry. They
had a birthday cake and chicken. John slid in the room and
wanted to know if Henry put the candles on the cake."
Addition. "Father was coming home with tne pipe. It was
springtime. It wasn't snowing very hard, it was a light snow.
Father had a pair of boots on.
"Father came in the hallway and took off his boots and put
his slippers on and went in the dining-room. John and Henry is
in the dining-room with father then mother called them and told
them that supper was ready. They all came out to the kitchen
and ate their supper. After that they had the party and John
put on a paper hat and he had a basket of candy. I can't make
up any more."
Boy #9. Recall . "l remember in the back, but I don't
remember in the front. I remember that mother was cooking the
chicken. The children had a surprise for father when he came
home. Mother helped the children, too. Henry asked mother if
John had p ut the candles in the cake. Just then they heard
footsteps at the sidewalk. Henry said i^- was father."

Addition . When father came in Henry went upstairs and
called Ann and John and they gave father the surprise. I could
take a guess what it was. It was father *s birthday. Father
was thirty-one that night. The children went to bed at nine
o'clock that night.
"And that's all."
Boy #10. Recall . "John and Ann and Henry were all excite<
because they could smell the turkey and the apples and they wer(
hungry and they wanted to eat it. Ann yelled down stairs and
said she was hungry. John slid across the floor. Father was
coming over the snow and he made crunch, crunch."
Addition . "John yells to Ann and Henry, 'Here comes
father.' " and mother hears John yell. They planned to give the
cake to father because it was his birthday. They all sat down
to the table and ate the turkey and the apples and then the
cake. Father was surprised to see the cake."
Boy #11. Recall . "They were working hard every day to
get the present for father. They ran home from school every
day 33 d they were helping their mother to get the present ready,
Henry was in his room practicing his speech. Ann was up in her
room hollering to her mother and John was in the living-room.
The mother was in the kitchen and they heard crunch, crunch and
father came walking up the front walk."
Addition. "He came in and they were standing in the livinij;
room and Henry came running across the room. They were going to
have supper then. After supper they brought in the birthday
cake and they all had a big piece of cake. They gave him shoes
and stockings. He looked surprised and said, 'Thank you.'"
Boy #12. Recall . "There was a house in New York and a
family lived in it. ^They worked hard to have a birthday cake
made for their father and on Christmas day they had lots of fun
John was fixing his new tie that he got for Christmas. Henry
wasn't saying anything he was thinking about the speech he was
going to say after dinner. John heard footsteps on the steps.
He said, 'I bet it's father.'"
Addition . "John said, 'Mother where did you put the cake?
Did you give me enough candles to put on it?' Then John ran
back to the table to sit down and wait till dinner was served.
After dinner Henry said the speech after everyone had a piece
of cake and a glass of tonic. Then after Ann, John, and Henry
went to sleep while mother and father had a talk. The next

morning Ann, John, and Henry had a piece of cake with cocoa for
breakfast. Then after went out to play and in the afternoon
John, Ann, and Henry did the work for mother. Ann washed the
dishes, and Henry cleaned the back yard, and John cut the grass,
then after John and Henry cleaned the cellar, then after they
had lemonade and then after it was about time to eat supper."
I
Data taken from the
chilaren's recall and CHART #11independent continua-
tion of the "Home and
Family story.
"
Rank Order of Children *s
Imagery in the Different
Sense Areas
Vis-
ual
Audi-
tory
Kin-
aes-
thetic
Ol-
fac-
tory
Gus-
ta-
tory
Girls
1 5 5 4 5 5
2 4 3 4 3 1
3 4 2 4 4 1
4 5 4 1 5 5
5 2 2 1 2 1
6 3 2 1 3 4
7 2 3 4 4 5
8 3 2 1 4 1
9 4 3 1 2 4
10 5 5 1 4 5
11 3 4 4 3 4
12 4 5 5 3 3
Bovs
1 1 1 1 1 1
1
2 1 3 1 4 1
3 1 3 1 3 1
4 1 2 1 2 1
5 1 2 1 1 1
6 4 5 4 5 5
7 3 4 1 4 4
8 3 2 2 4 3
9 3 2 1 2 3
10 3 4 1 4 1
11 3 3 3 4 2
12 3 1 1 3 2
Key for Scoring
f. rich imagery
4. good imagery
3. fair imagery
2. very little imagery
1. none ap^arent
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Girls * Stories — Mystery Story
Question 15. "Now will you please tell me the story and give
me an ending for it?"
Girl #1. Recall . She omitted this part entirely.
Addition . "They opened the door and there were queer
noises in the closet and Jack said, 'Phooey, do we have to open
another door.' They tiptoed over to the closet and Paul slowly
opened the door, and it made a great creaking sound. There was
a big hole near the floor in the closet, and there they could
see that somebody must have left a picnic basket with food in
it. The noises they heard were rats running back and forth
from the basket to the hole carrying cheese in their mouth.
"They turned around and went out the bedroom door. None
of them said anything, they were so disappointed because they
hadn't expected to see rats. They weren't quite sure but they
hoped something more exciting like a ghose or some evil person.
They went downstairs again, opened the door and went out. It
was very hot out so they decided to take a little swim in a
little pond nearby before they went home."
Girl #2. Recall . "Well as soon as they opened the door
there wasn't anything there — Oh yes, I must tell about the
first part of the story first.
"The children didn't have anything to do so Jack decided
they'd take a walk in the woods so they thought that was a good
idea. So they walked on a little ways and finally they came to
Old Joe's shack. They decided to go in. And so they started
to go up the creakety stairs and Jack had told them that Old Jod
had died two months ago. Paul was just about to open the door
when the door banged open. Then the children were scared to
move for a minute but then they finally went in. They looked
around and tried to find the person , suddenly they heard a bang
and crash upstairs. Jack said, 'Oh come on let's go upstairs.'
All of a sudden the door banged and shut. The girls said,
'Let's go home.' Paul said, 'Oh come on I'm going.' So the
girls went, too. Soon as they got upstairs they walked through
the long hall from where they heard the noises, suddenly the
door banged shut. The children didn't move for a while. Then
Jack finally got the courage to put his hand on the doorknob."
Addition . "They went in and they saw a big hole in the
floor 30 they decided to go downstairs but Jack said, 'Let's
stay upstairs and explore a little.' So they did. They first
looked in the closet v/here there was nothing but a lot of old
clothes, then they looked around and they noticed something
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peculiar there, they saw the dresser had been tipped upside
down, everything had been taken off of the bed and out of the
dresser drawers, then they said why don*t we go downstairs and
try to look again, so the children went downstairs and looked
all around but Jack said, 'I have an idea, wait a minute. Why
don't we go down cellar and look?' So they w^nt down cellar
and when they got there they saw a big statue and they saw the
coal junked in the corner and the door wide open. One of the
children wanted to look in the IMrnace. So Paul decided he'd
look in. There he saw old junk and paper. Then they decided
to go home because they had found nothing. V/hen they got home
they told their mother and father at supper time. Mother and
father did not know what to make out of it. They decided
they'd ^§0 and look at the old house; when they got there they
laughed. They found that the big dog had slammed the door shut,
had run upstairs, closed the door and had fallen through the
floor because it was so rotten. They went home and told the
story to their children and they all lauded."
Oirl #5. Recall . "One day there were two boys and two
girls, they didn't know what to do. It v/as the kind of day for
something exciting to happen. Finally Jack thought of i^oing
for a walk in the v/oods. They went to old Joe's shack. It
wasn't exactly a shack, it was more of a big old farmhouse.
"Paul remembered that Old Joe had died and Jack and the
two girls said they didn't know it. They went up the stairs
and suddenly the door opened in front of them. They stood still
for a minute. Jack said he was going in. Paul said he'd go in
after Jack. Jack said, 'You two girls had better wait outside
in case it's haunted.' They went in. The heard some noises
and they stopped. They went upstairs to the room where they
heard the noise coming from. The door slammed. They all stood
still and then Jack put his hand on the knob."
Addition. "Jack opened the door and the person stood
behind it. fffter they all went in — the person slammed the
door behind them. The floor fell through and they all landed
home. They all had a bad nightmare. When they went to school
they all told about their bad nightmare and they never went neai
Joe's shack again."
Girl Recall . "Every Saturday morning Paul, Jack and
his two sisters liked to do something exciting. 'Well, ^ said
Paul, 'What shall we do this morning?' 'Let's take a walk
throu^ the woods,' suggested Jack. 'Oh, that would be fun,'
cried his two sisters. 'Yes,' 'let's,' said Paul, so they took
a walk througih the woods and it seemed like no one had been
there for a very long time. In a little while they reached
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Old Joe*s shack. It really wasn't a shack at all but people
called it that because Old Joe never took care of the place.
*0h, let's go in,' said Paul. 'No one's been in there for a
long time,' cried the two girls. 'I know they haven't,' cried
Paul, 'and I know why, too* Ever since Old Joe died people say
the nouse is haunted.' 'Why, I didn't know Old Jore ever died,'
said Jack. 'Neither did we,' said the two girls. 'Well, just
for the fun of it let's go in,' said Jack. 'All right,' said
Paul, 'let's.' \'9hen they went up on the porch the door opened
in front of them. 'Oh, look!' said Paul. And the two girls
stood stalk still. In a few minutes Jack started to go in.
'Come on, Paul,*' he said. 'You two girls better stay outside.'
'Oh, no, we want to go in,' cried the girls. 'All right,' said
Paul, 'come on.' So they entered the house. After they were
in the house for a few minutes they heard voices. 'Ohi * cried
the two girls. 'OhJ ' cried the two boys. 'Come on, Paul, I'm
;oing to find out who made those noises. 'So am I,' said Paul,
'Oh.'' cried the girls, 'let's go home, we want to
'Well, go then,' said Paul. 'We're going upstairs.'
come on.
o home.
'
We want you to come with'us,^ said the two girls. ^'Well, then
stay right where you are,' said Jack angrily. 'You mean you're
going to leave us all alone,' cried the girls. 'Why, of course^
said both of the boys together. 'OhI We'll go, too, then,'
said the two girls. 'All right, come then, ' said Paul. As
they started up the creaky stairs the stairs seemed to creak
more than ever; when they got to the top of the stairs they
heard a door slam. 'Oh, we'd better go back, don't you think?'
cried the girls- 'You can go back if you want,' said Jack, but
we're going to find out who slammed that door.' Jack was
afraid to open the door but he finally touched the handle."
Addition . ("I don't know who to have in the room that's
what I'd like to think of."
"He opened the door and Paul and the two girls stood back.
No one seemed to be in the room but on the blackboard there
were two pictures of ghosts ;when Paul and Jack touched them
they seemed to become alive. 'Run for your life,' cried Paul.
'Yes, you girls better, ' said Jack. The girls had been out in
the doorway while the boys had been in the room. Then Jack
woke up, it was only a dream."
Girl #5* Recall . "Saturday morning the children went to
a haunted housed When they got there Jack said, 'I'm going in.
The others went in v/ith him. They were going to open the door
and Jack was afraid to open it."
Addition. "But then he did. When Jack opened the door a
ghost came toward him. Jack ran outside and home as fast as he
could. The other children ran with him."
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Girl #6. Recall , "Jack said, *Let*s go into the woods,'
and everybody agreed, so they went in, Uiey saw the shack
then after the door swung right open. Jack said that he was
going to go in. So they all went in. Then they went up the
squeaky stairs. Before they went up they heard sounds up-
stairs. Pretty soon Jack was scared to open the door. After
Jack put his hand on the doorknob he was afraid to open the
door.**
Addition . **Pretty soon he did. ^e two sisters said"
*Don*t go in.* So he shut the door, then they went aownstairs,
then they went home.**
Girl #7* Recall . **I felt scared and I heard noises. I
saw the old house. I saw the shingles on the ground. And I
saw the steps all broken and the windows all broken and the
curtains were ripped. I saw the walls were cracked and the
door vvas half broken.**
Addition. *'jack opened the door and he saw a shadow. The
shadow was in the closet. Then he opened the closet and a big
witch came out. Then he ran down the stairs and the others
ran, too. And then all ran home.**
Girl #8. Recall . **It was on a Saturday and the boys and
girls didn't know what to do so one of them said, 'Let's go
over to Old Joe's shack.' So they went inside. When they all
were in there, the door slammed, and they all were scared. The
boys thought they'd go upstairs and the girls said, *0h, no,
we want to go home,' and the boys said, 'Oh you can go home.*
Then the girls said that they'd go up with them. So they all
went up the stairs. When they came to the room Jack iwas scared
to put his hand 6n the door knob so finally he put his hand on
it.**
Addition . He opened it and all four walked in. Then that
door shut so Jack walked around and looked around the room.
After Jack walked around the room he opened the door and went
out and the others followed him. They went down the stairs
again and he opened the dovmstairs door, then all four went
home and played a game. After the game they all went in for
supper. **
Girl #9. Recall . *'One day four children got together and
went for a walk in the woods. So they went for a walk and then
they went by Old Joe's shack. It was haunted. So they stopped.
Paul said, 'Old Joe's died.' So Jack said, 'Let's go in.' And
so Paul decided to go in, too. And he said, 'Leave the girls
here. ' Th© girls cried, 'Oh, no, I want to go, too. ' So all
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four children went in. So the children went up the creaky-
stairs. And all of a sudden they stopped and the door flew
open. So Jack said, *Let's go in.* So they went in. And as
they got toward the end of the hall, the door shut and slammed.
The children stopped. And they heard something moving above
their heads. So Jack said, *I am going up there to see who it
is.* So Jack opened the door that led upstairs and all of a
sudden the door flew shut in front of him. So Jack said, *I*m
going to go in there,' so Paul and Jack and the girls walked
on their tiptoes toward the door. They stopped and Jack put
his hand on the doorknob."
Addition. "So Jack walked in. And all of a sudden the
door came and moved a little toward them and then the girls
were frightened so finally they got in back of the door and
they saw something black go into the wall and that was the
ghost turning around so the ghost took a hold of the hinges
and took off the door. And so the children went closer and
then finally the hinges were off the door. So he pushed the
door down on the rags on the floor. And then the ghost had
flew up into the air to go downstairs. The children had gone
out of the room and followed him. So he suddenly locked the
front door and then he disappeared outdoors. Then the chil-
dren tried to fxnd the back door. Finally they thought they
could find the key to the front door so they looked under the
rug and they had found a crooked key. So they started to put
it into the front door. And the door flew open and fell off.
The ghost had pulled it off. So the children ran downstairs
and cried going home. They ran and cried all the way home."
Girl #10. Recall. "On Saturday afternoons. Jack and his
two sisters, and Paul usually played together. This afternoon
was just the kind of an afternoon for an adventure. But there
weren't any. And Paul a" id, "Jack did you know that two months
ago Old Joe died?" Jack said, 'No, did he die?' Paul said,
'Yes, he did and people say that since he died the liouse is
haunted.' Jack said, 'V/ell let's go for a walk to his house.'
The girls said, 'Let's.' And so they all started to walk
through the woods. And when tJney got there they started to wall
up the creepy steps and when they got there they were surprised
to see the door swing open for them. They all stood still and
held their breath for a minute. And then finally Paul started
to walk in. When they got in the dark hall the door slammed
shut and they stood still again and didn't dare move. V/hile
they were standing there Jack heard a noise that sounded like
somebody fighting upstairs. And he said, 'I'm going up there,*
and the girls said, 'Oh, no. Jack, don't go up there,' and Jack
said, 'You can go home by yourselves but we're going up.' But,
'Oh, no, ' shouted the girls and they started up the stairs with
the boys. When they got up there Jack saw the door that the
noises were coming from and they walked toward it but when they
:
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got there Jack didn't even dare to put his hand on the knob
hut finally he did."
Addition . "He pushed open the door. (I would have run
downstairs if I was one of the girls.)
("I W3uld when I got there I wouldn't even have gone in
with them, unless one of them pulled me in.)
(I*d hold on close to Jack's hand.)
"/?hen Jack pushed it open he saw a great big ghost fight-
ing another ghost but he was very brave so he walked in and he
was followed by Paul and his sisters. When they got in half
way the door slammed shut. The ghost started to walk toward
them. "They all started to run toward the closet door, when
they got in the closet they thought they were safe 'cause they
didn't see any ghost or anything but when Paul just took an-
other step they all went through down into the cellar. 'Wooi'
said Paul as they landed in the cellar. 'I'm tired of this,
I'm getting out,' but as he started out another ghost appeared
in the cellar. Jack said, 'I think this is the ghost house,'
and both of his sisters said, 'When mother used to tell us a-
bout ghosts we didn't believe her, but now we do.' Jack said,
'I didn't believe it either, but I think I'm seeing it,' and
just then as he finished that he found himself with all the
gang and himself on the path leading to his house."
airl #11. Recall . "Every Saturday Jack and Paul and two
other girls always played together. But this one Saturday they
couldn't think of anything to play. At last Jack said, 'Let's
take a walk through the woods,' and Paul said, 'Yes, we haven't
been there lately, ' When they were walking through the woods
they saw Old Joe's shack. Jack said, 'Let's go in.' Paul said
'All right,' but the two girls better stay out here.' *0h, no,
we want to go in,' said the girls. 'All right,' said Paul so
all four of them went in. When they got in they heard a lot of
noises. Jack said, 'I'm going upstairs,' and Paul said, 'I am
too, you girls wait here,'' said Paul. 'Oh, no we want to go
upstairs, we'd be scared to be here alone.' 'All right, come
along. ' When they got upstairs the two girls were very scared
but Jack and Paul were not. Jack and the others were going
into one of the other rooms. First Jack hesitated to turn the
handle of the door but finally he did."
Addition. "It creaked. First they thought they saw ghost \
and tfie girls were so scared they aihrieked. The two boys said,
*0h don't be askeered, it's just your imagination.' Then they
came downstairs and then went to another room, it was very cold
and the two girls shivered. The two girls got sleepy and they
laid down on some hay. The boys said, 'Don't go to sleep or
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we'll leave here without you.' 'Oh, no, we won't go to sleep,
we'll ,1ust lay down and rest*' So the two boys left that room
and went out into another room. They found a little porch
going off that room. So they went out on the porch and down
the stairs and looked in the back yard. They started to look
around the yard and they couldn't find anyone there, so they
went back into the house where they had left the girls and
found the girls sound asleep. They tried to wake the girls up
but they couldn 't , they were so sound asleep; so they started
to go out the door and walk home. The ^irls just woke up and
they got up and rubbed their eyes and yawned. They started
to look all around the house and in the back yard, but they
couldn't find the boys anywhere. They were very frightened
because they aid not know the way home but they started to
walk through the woods and finally ^ot home,"
Girl #12. Recall . "Jack, and his two sisters, and a
friend of his, Paul, played together almost every day. One daV
when Jack and his sisters and Paul were playing Jack said, 'Why|
not take a walk in "ttie woods today?' So they walked through
the woods until they came to Old Joe's shack, lou Imow that
some of the people say that Old Joe's shack is haunted. 'I
don't believe it,* said one of the girls. 'Let's go in and se4'
So up the creaky stairs they went. The front door opened,
they stopped still not daring to move. 'I'm going in,' said
Jack. 'I'm not afraid.' When they were walking down the hall,
bang.' the door slaramed. They all stopped suddenly not daring
to move. The two girls cried, 'I'm scared, let's go home.'
'I'm not afraid, I'm going upstairs.' They heard a noise like
someone was moving around above them, ^aid Jack again, 'Let's
see what's moving around upstairs in that room.' So up the
creaky, squeaky stairs they walked, all four of them. Down the
hall to the room where they thought they heard the noises."
Addition . "All four of them walked in the room. The door
slammed behind them. They all were afraid. But Jack said,
'tha-tha-tha- I'm going to find out what's in here.' Jack walkoj,
forward to a creaky old table that was half falling down. He
had a small box of matches in his pocket. There was a candle on
the table. He took the box of matches out of his pocket, and
lit a match and then he lit the candle. Then the room turned
almost as light as day. They looked all around the room but
found that it was only a family of mice running and sputtering
around the room. They walked out of the room dovm the hallway
and then down the stairs and out of the house and home."
I I
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Boys' Stories — Mystery Story
Question 15 • "Now will you please tell me a story and give me
an ending for it?"
Boy #1. "There was four kids. They wanted to go some
place and somebody thought to go in the woods. The other ones
went. Then they came to a house. One of them said, *Joe died
two months ago.* Then they climbed the stairs. Then the door
opened in front of them. Another said, *Let*s walk in.* Then
the door shut. Then they heard somebody coming and the boys*
sisters started to get scared, then one of them said, 'I*m
going to see who it is.* Then the girls said, 'iJon*t go any
farther, I don*t want to go.* Then one of the boys said to thej
girls, *If you want to go home you can go.* Then one of the
boys was going to open the door and then he didn*t. Then afteii
that he touched the doorknob."
Addition . "Then he started to go slow, slow up the stairs
then they got upstairs, then they heard something. It was rata
and ghosts. Then they went home shivering."
Boy #2. Recall . "Once upon a time there was four chil-
dren. Every Saturday they came to Jack's house to play some-
thing. One Saturday Jack said, *¥/hy don't we go into the woodal
and they all agreed. They started through the woods until the;y|
came to Old Joe's house. Paul said, 'Let's go in. Old Joe's
been dead for two months.' So they went up the rickety stairs
to the front door and when they got up to the top of the stairs
the door opened and they just stood there and held their
breath. Jack said, 'I'm not afraid to go in.' 'Come on.* All
the children went into the house. When they got a little ways
away from the door in the dark hallway they heard a sharp bang
and the door shut tight behind them. All the children stood
stone still for a few seconds, then they heard a noise in the
room upstairs. Jack said, 'Come on, I'm going to see who's up
there.' The two girls said, 'OhJ Why don't we go home.' Paul
said, 'If you want to go home you can but we're going to go up
to see who*s up there.* The girls said, 'Oh I Don*t leave us
here, we*ll go with you.* So the four children started up the
rickety old stairs. When they got up to the top of the stairs
they heard a band and the door of the room they were going to
go into closed. Jack said, 'I'm not going to stop now.' So
they walked down the hallway 'till they got to the door. Paul
walked quietly up to the door and the children followed him.
Jack put his hand on the knob very slowly."
Addition, "jack opened the door and they all walked in.
All they saw was two or three mice running around on the floor
I
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Boy #5' Recall . "The four children wanted to do some-
thing exciting, so Jack suggested to go into the v/oods. In th<
woods they came to Old Joe's shack. Jack said, 'Let's go in.'
The stairs were all broken down. Jack didn't dare to go in at
first but then he did afterwards. Vihen they got in they were
all kind of creepy. The door shut, then they heard something
upstairs. Jack didn't dare to turn the knob."
Addition . "But then he turned the knob. So when he went
in he tried to find out where the noise came from. Over
against the wall they saw two big white things and the white
things spoke. 'V^ho - Y^o - Who are you?' Then all of a sudder
they ran out of the house and ran home as fast as tney could
go.*
Boy Recall * "The children didn't have anything to
do and Jack decided to walk in the woods and then they saw the
Old house and Jack said, 'Let's go in it.' They went upstairs.
They heard the front door slam. They heard noises above them
and Jack said, 'Let's go up and see ^at it is.' They went up
and they heard the noise. Jack said he was afraid to open the
door. Then he put his hand on the knob."
Addition . "He slowly turns the handle and opens the door
and sees a man. Jack ran quickly dovmstairs and the others ran
after him and they ran all the way home."
Boy Recall , "They didn't know what to do and after
awhile somebody suggest -^d going into the woods. On the way
they saw Old Joe's shack and they started to go in it. When
they got to the house the door opened up and when they got
inside it shut. None of them moved. Finally Jack said that
he was going upstairs. At first the girls wanted to go home.
Then Paul said, 'Go on home. Jack and I are going upstairs.'
So all four started up the stairs. When they got up there
another door opened and shut. They hardly breathed. Jack
didn't dare touch the door knob but afterwards he touched it.'
Addition . "Jack opened up the door. All of a sudden thej
stopped short, for a few yards in front of them there was a rauij<
derer. For a moment none of them could move. (Gee, did I say
>
so much?) But finally they all scrambled home as fast as they
could."
Boy #6. Recall , "They all met one Saturday morning. They
decided what to do. Jack said, 'Let's take a walk in the woodg.
All the children said, 'That's a fine thing to do.' Then they I
came to Old Joe's shack. It really wasn't an old shack, it wag
a farmhouse. 'Let's go in,' they said. So they climbed the
11 (
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creaky stairs and the door opened right in front of them and
they walked in. The door slammed shut. For a minute they
couldn^t take a step. Then they heard someone upstairs. So
Jack said, 'I'm going up.* The girls said, 'I don't want to
go up there.* Then Jack said, *I'ra going upstairs with him.'
We want to go. So the four of them started upstairs. V/hen t
they finished climbing the stairs they walked along the long
hallway to \«»here the noise was coming from. Then the door
slammed shut and Jack placed his hand on the door knob."
Addition . "He opened the door and he saw a ghost. Then
the three children ran down the stairs. Paul fell down the
stairs. Then they ran home. When they got home they said,
'I'll never go to that shack again in my life.'"
Boy #7* Recall . "There were four children that used to
come and meet every Saturday at Jack's house. They always
wanted to play some exciting game. But today they could not
find any exciting game. Jack tried to think of something and
then he thought that they might like to go for a walk in the
woods because they hadn't been there for a long time. And so
they started. And pretty soon they came to Old Joe's shack.
Jack said Old Joe had died two months ago and that the house
was haunted. So they started to go in. The door opened right
in front of them, vvhen they got half w^ into the dark hall
the door shut. Then they heard someone in the room upstairs.
So they started to go up the dark creaky stairs. Vilhen they
got up they heard a door shut and then they started tiptoeing
toward the door where they had heard the noise from the room.
So then not any of them dared to touch the door. At last Jack
touched the doorknob."
Addition . "He opened the door and then they all went in.
He saw a skeleton against the wall. The skeleton began to move
then they all ran out of tiie room and then they v/ent down the
stairs. When they went down the stairs they almost broke the
stairs. Then they opened the door and they heard a great big
crash upstairs. And then they v/ent out on the porch and ran
down the porch stairs and broke the bottom step when they went
down. Then they ran home.
Boy #6. Recall . "The children were going out for a walk
in the wooCi s and they saw Joe's house and they went inside.
They heard a noise upstairs. The girls wanted to go home. The
boys said, 'You can go home if you want to. We're staying
here.' Then they walked up the stairs. Jack touched the handl,|9
of the door."
Addition * "He opened the door and a ghost was crawling
under the bed and one came out of the closet. The children ran
ii
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down the stairs. Jack f611 down and hurt his knee. I guess hi
won*t go up tl.ere any more. They climbed out the window. The
door was shut. They ran home fast. Jack couldn't 'cause he
had a sore knee."
Boy #9« Recall, "it was Saturday in the day time and
every Saturday they played. They suggested to go into the
woods. They were walking when they saw Old Joe's shack. One
of the boys said that Old Joe died two months ago. They say
that Old Joe's shack is haunted. One of the boys said, 'Why
not go into the shack?' P;ul was going to open the door but he
didn't, so the other boy opened it. They were walking upstairs
when the door shut with a bang and upstairs in the other room
someone was moving so Paul went to the door knob and opened the
door."
Addition. "There was no one in there. They heard the
noise again. They didn't know what to do. They went down-
stairs to open the front door, the door was locked so they
went back upstairs again. In the hallway there was an ax.
They went do\vnstairs with the ax. Paul hit the door v/ith a
bang. The door broke. They went out into the woods. They
couldn't find their way home until morning came. When they got
home their mother and father were glad to see them."
Boy #iO. Recall. "The children were walking in the woods
and they came to an old shack, it belonged to Old Joe. They
went up the stairs and the door opened and they walked in. ^nhen
the door slammed and they all stood still. They heard someone
walking upstairs. Then they went upstairs into a big hallway,
then Jack touched the doorknob of the door."
Addition. "He opened the door and he walked in and they
heard somebody again walking and they all stood still. They saw
something moving in the dark and then it went away. They walked
forward and came to another door and they went into another
room where there were some books and a table and a blanket and
a little bed. Then there was another door that led out and
they started out into the hallway and they walked down the
stairs and walked out the door and they all walked home."
Boy #11. Recall. "l saw them over at Jack's house and
when Jack said, 'Let's go through the woods we haven't been
there for a long time. ' I—When they came through the v;oods
Paul said, 'Old Joe is dead a couple of months ago.' Then I
heard Jack say, 'I hear footsteps.' Jack said, 'I'm going up
and see who it is," and the girls said, 'I want to go home,'
and Paui said, 'Go on home. I'm going with Jack.' The girls
said, 'Let us go with you, ' and they started up the creaky
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stairs and they heard a crash and Jack said, 'As long as we're
up here I'm going to see who's in the room« ' And even Jack was
scared to touch the door knob."
Addition * Recall , "Once there was these tv/o boys and tv/o
girlsl They were playing in the yard. Paul said, 'Let's go
for a walk in the woods.' c^oon they passed by Old Joe's shack.
Jack said, 'Let's go in and see what's in there.' Paul said it
was haunted, so Jack and Paul and the two girls went in. f/hen
they climbed up the stairs the front door opened. They all
stopped. Jack said, 'This house is sure haunted.' Then they
started again. When they got in the door slammed shut . Paul
said, 'Let's go upstairs so the four of them went upstairs.
Upstairs they heard noises in the room. They stopped, then
after they walked over to the door, then Jack put his hand on
the door knob."
Addition . "Jack opened the door. He saw two glasses and
a bottle of water but there wasn't no one in there. So they
looked around and one of them opened the closet and saw tv/o
gihosts. One girl yelled, 'Help.'' And the two boys and girls
ran down the stairs fast and ran out and when they got home
they said they'd never go back again."
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Data taken from the
children's recall and
^independent continua- CHART ^12
tion of the "Mystery
Story.
"
Rank Order of Children's
Imagery in the Different
Sense Areas
Vis-
ual tory
xvxxx
O O C w
uneu J.C
~1
v/x
tory
Girls
1 5 5 5 3
2 4 4 1
3 5 \J 1X
4 5 O oCt
5 4 1X X X
6 3 3 2 1
7 ; 5 o oc. TX
8 5 oc. oc. n±
9 cO TX
10 o cO 4 4
11 A o<!• o
12 3 X X
Boys
1 3 CO o 1
2 5 3 6 2
3 4 3 1 1
4 4 3 1 1
5 2 2 1 1
6 5 4 4 3
7 3 3 3 1
8 4 2 3 1
9 1 1 1 1
10 4 3 3 3
11 2 3 1 1
12
1
4 3 1 1
Key for Scoring
5. rich imagery
4. good imagery
3. fair imagery
2.. very little imagery
1, none apparentT
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